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HONEY MARKETING—1950.

The 1950 Conference, confronted by the rather negative results of a

decade of “organised”? marketing and meeting in an atmosphere of frustra-

tion caused by divergent opinions which have become almost legendary,
stirred itself into a united effort after hearing the forthright address of

the Minister of Marketing, the Hon. K. J. Holyoake. Turning its attention

to the future instead of the stormy past, and setting aside for an hour or

two the distractions of the remit paper, the Conference started with a clean

gheet and set down its specifications for a marketing structure to serve

the honey industry in New Zeaiand.

The plan, which follows the general trend of the recent negotiations
petween the Executive and the Minister of Marketing, is stated in the form

of five resolutions, and is notable for two reasons. In the first place it

provides, in one statement, the fundamental points of a complete, logical
and equitable scheme. In the second place it was approved, in every detail,
by a decisive majority.

The most significant part of the plan is the request that the franchise

for the Honey Marketing Committee should include both suppliers of honey
and contributors to the seal fund on an equal basis, ton for ton. The

adoption of such a franchise will make no great difference in the actual
—

distribution of votes, but it will mean that every producer who is embraced

by the regulations becomes a shareholder with a direct interest in the

concern, instead of being merely an unwilling contributor. And that means

a very great deal because the system cannot hope to function unless it is

based upon good will and co-operation. It is worthy of note that after

deciding in favour of a broad franchise the Conference itself immediately
made a gesture of confidence by requesting that reserve funds and current

seals revenue should be administered at the discretion of the Marketing
Committee rather than be tied up for any one specific purpose.

Although the industry has thus made a distinct forward step, it must

not be assumed that nothing remains to be done. The scheme which has
been laid down is one which will work, but it will not work automatically.
The marketing authority must merit the confidence of producers by giving
a frank account of the marketing positon from time to time and by supply-
ing reasonable information concerning the state of the pool and reserve

accounts. It must also endeavour to iron out some of the difficulties which

impede the marketing system. For example, it is important to devise a

system of grading and payment which will encourage the supply to the

Department of the finest quality honey. Again, it is only fair and reason-

able to search for a levy system which will eliminate the tedious and

exasperating work of applying seals to containers. ;

_

The producer also has some responsibility. He must be conscientious
In marketing his honey and he must be honest in observing the regulations.
Above all, he should take a lively and practical interest in the work of

the Honey Marketing Committee, the body which exists to serve his
Interests in the sphere of organised marketing.

No doubt the coming decade will bring many problems. Assuming that
the Conference recommendations are accepted, we will now have the equip-
ment to deal with those problems and if producers are willing to pull
together they should go into the future with every confidence.
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THE DOMINION PRESIDENT.

My. E. A. Field brought to a close a term of eleven years aS Domini,
President when he decided not to offer himself for re-election at th
Wellington Conference. This record of service, which is without parallg
in the history of the Association, is the more meritorious because it Covered

-a period of unusual difficulties. The upheaval caused by World War ]|
was in itself a severe test for the unity of a growing industry but M.
Field handled the situation at all times in an able manner. In the midg.
of some widely dissenting schools of thought he worked hard to keep alive
the nucleus of a coherent marketing system, and the dignity and persevey.
ance which attended his efforts have contributed to the present strength
and prestige of the Association. Mr. Field’s experience and his firm grag
of current problems will in future be of great value to the Genera]
Executive and the Association generally, and if producers can ‘stan
together to preserve the welfare and the status of the industry it will he
the finest tribute that can be paid to his example in leadership.

The new Dominion President, Mr. E. D. Williams, has been associate
with the beekeeping industry over a long period and has served on the
Executive almost continuously since 1942, being Vice-President during the
last three years. His broadminded and realistic approach to the problems
of the industry are well known, and his election as the successor to My.
Field was warmly received by the Conference.

NOTICEBOARD
' ta i “ws iat| oy
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MARKETING COMMITTEE

An election of one producers’
representative on the Honey Market-

ing Committee is to take place during
September. The retiring member is

Mr. W. W. Nelson. Full particulars
of the election procedure have been

supplied to Branch Secretaries.

HIVE MATS

Cloth for hive mats is available in

lengths of 70 yards by a width of 20

inches, the price being 1/3 per run-

ning yard, nett, f.o.r., Foxton.

For an extra charge of 7/6 per roll,
the cloth will be cut into any lengths
desired.

|

Orders for quantities of not less
than 1 roll, accompanied by cash,
should be sent to the General Secre-

tary, P.O. Box 19, Foxton.

PERSONAL
Mr. W. B. Bray, for many years a

leading figure in the honey industry,
has recently purchased a_ property
near Auckland where he intends to
taken up queen rearing. The apiary
business at Leeston will be carried on

by Mr. Bray’s son Jasper.
|

Next to having a great aim is to

recognise the psychological moment

to pull the trigger. Many beekeepers
are gifted with the great aim and the

proper time to pull the trigger in

getting their colony strength at the

right time, but the weatherman
changed his plans. Or the farmer cuts

the fields of clover just as the nectar
flow starts. Most beekeepers get only
one shot a year and a. miss is quite
unfortunate.

:

—W. A. Coulter in Gleanings.
“Soil erosion is probably a greater

threat to peace than the atomic

bomb .. . erosion outranks all other
causes of malnutrition, hunger an

-famine—which are prime contributors
to disturbance of world peace an
good -will.’—Dr. Bennett, U.S.A. Soil

Conservation Service. ,
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FRANCHISE AMENDED
at.

——pP—

HONEY MARKETING

COMMITTEE

The Honey Marketing Committee

pegulations,1948, Amendment No. 2,

gazetted on July 20, was introduced

io meet the request of the 1950 Con-

ference that the franchise for the

urchasers of seals and suppliers of

joney to the Marketing Department

should be on an equal basis.

The Amendment provides for a

maximum of 20 votes for suppliers of
9 tons and over and a similar maxi-

mum of 20 votes for purchasers of

geals to the value of £42 and over.

AN ANOMALY
While the prompt action of the

Government in recognising the prin-

diple of equal franchise is much

appreciated, .it appears that the

Regulations contain an anomaly. The

amended Clause 4, c, provides that a

roducer who both supplies honey and

purchases seals may exercise the

aggregate number of votes so author-

ised, with no maximum stated, and

in Such cases a total of up to 40 votes

may be exercised.

It is evident, therefore, that a
producer who supplies 20 tons is

entitled to 20 votes, and a _pro-
ducer who sells 20 tons under seals

is entitled to 20 votes, whereas a

producer who sells 10 tons each way

is allowed to exercise a total of 40

votes.

It is obvious that this provision is

both illogical and inequitable and it is

to be hoped that the matter can be

rectified so as to meet the intention

of the 1950 Conference.

LIBERTY

There are two kinds of liberty—the
liberty of anarchy, which is death,
and the true liberty, which alone is

worth a wise man’s caring for, the

liberty which is made possible by
tbedience to rational authority.

—Froude.

BEEKEEPER ee secs

EXECUTIVE MEETING
—<—_>-

A meeting of the General Executive
was held in Wellington on 3rd July.
The President, Mr. E. A. Field, was

in the chair and all members were

present. The greater part of the

meeting was devoted to the considera-
tion of a large volume of correspond-
ence, especially that relating to the

marketing proposals which had been
put forward at the February meeting.

Marketing Committee

The Minister of Marketing intim-
ated that he was prepared to amend
the franchise as suggested by the

Iixecutive, but that first of all he
must have a clear expression of

opinion from the industry on _ this

question.
Seal Levy

The Minister stated that it was

considered impracticable to extend the
incidence of the Seal Levy by making
it applicable to sales direct from

apiaries. |

. Seal Fund

A letter from the Director of
Marketing (Mr. L. C. Webb) indicated
that the Honey Marketing Regula-
tions provide no specific authority for

making disbursements from the Seal

Fund and that payments therefore

require to be approved either by the
Minister of Marketing or by the
Minister of Finance.

High-grade Honey
The Executive has given consider-

able thought to the necessity of

attracting supplies of the higher
grade honey to the Marketing Depot.
As a basis for the solution of this

problem the following proposals were

submitted to the Minister in a lettér
dated 7th March, 1950:—

; The outcome of the discussion on

this particular matter was the passing of
the following resolution :—

‘‘That owing to the urgent need for main-

taining the ‘‘Imperial Bee’’ pack on the

English market and for satisfying the con-

sumer demand for a high-grade standard

pack on the local market, the Executive feels
that the following changes should be effected
without delay :—-

(1) That the Marketing Department be

authorised to put up a_ specially-
graded pack of not less than 90

points grading, for sale on the local

market at a premium of not less than

2d. per lb, above the. existing price
which covers all ungraded honey,
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(2) That the Marketing Department be

authorised to guarantee to producers
in advance of next year’s production
season, a special bonus payment ot

-2d. per Ib. on all honey received by
the Department which grades 96

points and over.

(2) That in order to achieve this, portion
of the existing reserve funds be

utilised if necessary, for the purpose

of meeting any deficiency which may

‘result from the above-mentioned

guarantee.’’
It has always been understood that

these reserves are for use in an

emergency and the Executive is of the

opinion that the present danger of

losing the English market constitutes

a state of emergency in the Industry.

In connection with the foregoing I wish

to state that these proposals are put forward

by the Executive as an earnest endeavour

to secure for the Marketing Department the

opportunity to offer producers the added _ in-

eentive to supply more of the better-class

honey produced in the Dominion and of

which so very little is at present being sent

in to the grading store.

There is widespread dissatisfaction among

consumers in New Zealand to-day, because

of the fact that ALL honey packed in retail

containers is sold at the prices fixed by the

Price Control authorities, irrespective of

quality, and people who have no knowledge
of any particular brands are often dismayed
to find that different brands of honey sold

at the same price vary so much in flavour

and quality.
It is proposed therefore that the specially-

graded pack which the Department may be

authorised to place on the market at a

premium, should be additional: so the exist-

ing pack marketed by the Department.
—

It is expected that if the suggestion put
forward by the Executive is adopted, it will,
within a reasonably short time, have the

effect of eliminating much of the very poor

quality honey at resent on the market and

which to-day is selling at the same price as

the good quality article.

The proposal should also enable the

Department to maintain its valuable overseas

connection and at the same time to regulate

August, 1égust,195),
supplies more efficiently on the local
Tt is a new approach which Warrants ket,
most favourable consideration. ... the

In his reply to this lette,
Minister indicated that the Proposaj.set out were at present receivins
consideration. aan

ue
The importance of this questionwas emphasised in the course of

general discussicn and it was agre
that some incentive payment was

;

only solution, but that if possible Such
payment should be made on a

grag,
ated scale.

'

Beeswax

The Secretary reported that a nuy,
ber of producers had supplied pap.
ticulars of beeswax available for sale
as requested, and that so far it hag
not been found necessary to ra
licenses for importation.

: y

General

The final business for the yeap
included consideration of Branch
balance sheets and reference wag
made to the excellent work. being done
for the Association by the Branch
Secretaries.

The Executive Report and the
Balance Sheet were approved and
the final arrangements made for the
Annual Conference.

Glendower: I can call spirits from
the vasty deep.

Hotspur: Why so can I, or so ean

any man; but will they come?

—Shakespeare.

Phone 5415.

HOLDAWAY’SQUALITY BEE SUPPLIES
We are now abie to supply your requirements of

BEE WOODWARE for the coming season.

OUR MOTTO: Quality and Service; First Quality Products.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Remember HOLDAWAY’S when you need Supers,

Frames, Tops, and Bottom Boards, etc.

Only Selected Timber Used.

H. R. HOLDAWAY & SON

WHANGAREI P.O. Box 271.
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OFFICIAL OPENING OF

CONFERENCE
antiaaalin.

—

ynister of Agriculture and Marketing

jt must first thank you for your

,vitation to be here (said the

yinister in his address). It is an

gnour to be invited and I am happy
» accept the invitation and in my

nmble way play some small part and

ficially open your Conference. I

ye here and I hope your meeting will

le aS productive and harmonious as

jossible.I must confess frankly at

he outset that I don’t know a great

jeal about beekeeping and honey, for

me reason that I have never been

mgaged in it; but I know as much

3 the. average farmer—perhaps a

ittle more. I have been a horticul-
wrist for most of my life and kept

ihe odd colony of bees, and I know of

heir benefits. Ds

as

Your relations have not always been

lappy and so I hope this meeting and
ig results for your organisation will

je happy ones.

When I was invited to talk to you

his morning I thought I had better

yok up the history of beekeeping and

in New Zealand as

appropriate subject on this first con-
act with your Association and with

yu. I thought it necessary to know

, little more of the intimate back-

sround and on looking up records I

ound the first bees were introduced

into New Zealand in 1839—incident-
ily by mission people who came to

New Zealand; also again in 1840 and

842. The last one—1842, was the

rear the Holyoake family arrived in

New Zealand and I would hope that

the Holyoakes have produced 'some-

hing which has done a thousandth

vart of the good bees have done in

New Zealand in the last hundred

years.
»

Looking up the records of bee-

eeping, I find it
“

escaped interfer-

tice ” from the Government for quite
ifew years. In 1905 the Government

urned its attention to the beekeeping
industry and appointed a Government
Apiarist in 1906. At first the apiarists
Were greatly opposed to this. In the

arly stages, however, the Government

—

<—

a

—

ddress by the Hon. K. J. Holyoake,

cunt it a pleasure and privilege to—

a most’

interested itself in queen bee raising
in the interests of the apiarists of

New Zealand. In 1917 Regulations
were first passed for the registration
of apiarists with one hive upwards.
That first year there were 50,721
hives of bees registered in New Zea-

land. The industry’ grew pretty
rapidly and to-day there are 6,487
registered beekeepers in New Zealand

owning 11,369 apiaries containing
174,386 hives. A pretty considerable

industry and I feel that all too few
people in New Zealand realise that it

is as large as it is. It is assessed

that the capital involved is valued at

£1,250,000 and the estimated produc-
tion last year was 4,517 tons of honey.
That is a lot of honey.

|

Then there was 153,000lbs. of bees

wax. The estimates given to me show

a total value. It is almost a guess

estimate, but it is about £250,000 for

honey and about £24,000-£25,000 for
beeswax each year. That is pretty
considerable for one of the minor

primary industries.
|

A pleasing feature for last year
was not only better production over-

all, although there were poor patches
due to the dry weather, but the pro-
duction generally was higher and the

quality was up, which gave general
satisfaction to all. .

Now the nature of your organisa-
tion. I find there was a national
organisation of beekeepers away back
in 1884. But you have had a rather

chequered career in your organisation,
and this particular organisation did
not start, I think, until 1910. [ now

find you have twenty-seven branches
from Kaitaia in the north to Inver-

cargill in the south, with somewhere
around a thousand in membership.
That includes at least approximately
80 per cent. of the total number of

commercial beekeepers in New Zea-
land. That is not bad, although I, as
a farmer who has given almost 20

years to organising farmers, think
that 80 per cent. is not high enough.
If my words this morning could in

any way persuade 90 per cent. to

join I would raise my voice loudly if
I could help you to achieve that.

As wel] as charging me with the
administration of Agriculture and

Marketing in New Zealand, this
Government has also charged me with

the administration of Scientific and
Industrial Research and I find your
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industry is interested in scientific

research. My investigations lead me

to believe that over the years. you

have gained something from research

work. I am happy to say there have

been extensions to “the Wallaceville

station this year to carry out research

into your various problems. We know

it has always been a great deal of

concern to your industry to secure

and to breed a better type of bee. We

all know it is not a very easy problem
to control the mating of the queen

bee, but over the recent years we have

been carrying out research work into

the artificial insemmination of the

queen bee. Although it is only experi-

mental, yet my information is_ that
quite worthwhile progress is being
made. There is reasonable hope that

there will be a considerably improved
strain of queen bees available to

honey producers in the coming years.

After very extensive work it 1s some-

thing we can do to assist the honey

producers in New Zealand. I will do

all I can to assist.

Now my next heading is the seals

levy. It is an interesting topic and

I want to discuss it quite freely and

frankly. It is discussed almost a little

more than frankly sometimes when

beekeepers meet. But it is a serious

question and I want to treat it as

such. I found early in my job as

Minister that there seemed to be con-

siderable opposition to this seals levy.
|

But I have been advised by your

Executive that it should continue and

be extended and if possible applied to

the sale of honey at the apiary. That

is the desire and request of your

Executive. That is a frank expression
of opinion. I know there is a differ-

ence of opinion here and I want to

say this: You have to settle your

differences of opinion. I am anxious

to see this primary industry organised
and if necessary and desirable to

organise it. As Minister I have no

axe to grind; I don’t keep a hive of

bees at the moment. If I could wash

my hands of bees altogether my life

would be an easier and happier one.

We have plenty of other jobs with all

the other primary products. But I

am informed and I want to be in-

formed again by this Conference, and

not in any hesitating or equivocal
way, whether you want an organised
marketing scheme or not. I want to

know and to know clearly and un-

August, jé
st,1980

equivocally if you do want the Sea]
levy to continue. If the great ma jorit.
are against it, it will not continue

7

the majority are in favour the Goy
ernment must give considerable eo,
sideration to it. I will not, as Minigta”
(for I have offered myself simply ee
serve the farmers of this count,

:

nothing more than that), be placeq y:

the position where the great majority
of an industry says it wants a thine
and then I am to be fired at from -
ambush or in the open by a minorit.
or individuals, for carrying out the
desires of the great majority of tha
industry. I say it as firmly and 4

strongly as I can—this is still ,

democracy. Your own industry mug}
be run on democratic lines. You mug
thrash out in this room and arrange
with your branches what policy yoy
want. From then on the minorit
must keep inside that policy; othey.
wise you cannot expect a Government
to lay down rules whether for market.
ing or seals. If you cannot come to
an agreement in that way, you and |
representing the Government cannot
come to any agreement. Inside you,
own organisation thrash the thing oy
as much as you like, but I will not
be placed in the position where 4g
minority can bully. It is not for the
good of the industry that we should
all hold the same views, but that
majority decision must prevail.

Regarding the sale of the seals,
there is some clarification needed. |
understand that the seals levy fund
has built up to about £22,000. The

original intention of the use of the

honey seals fund is not quite clear,
but I do know from reading the corre-

spondence and discussion, some differ-
ence of opinion exists as to how it

should be or should have been used.

Generally I understand the industry
is of the opinion that it was origin-
ally intended to be used for advertis-

ing. But that was not exclusively; it

was for that time because you had
an oversupply on the market. Since
then some of the money has been used
as an equalisation fund. But it is the

future on which you have to make up

your minds and this Conference in

1950 has to decide if you want the

seals levy continued. And you have
also to tell me what you want it con-

tinued for. In 1950 language and not
that of twenty years ago. It will not

be helpful for me or you to be arguing
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jpoutwhat happened twenty years

g0
and you must now, in the light

1950 circumstances, make up your

vundswhat you want that levy used

iol’ For advertising, for an equalisa-

yon.fund, for the equalisation of price

‘nany year or for other purposes for

ne good of your industry. Let us

yave a clear and unequivocal state-

ent ot that. It is no use coming to

e or to the Government through me

qless your voice is clear on that. I

ym prepared to do a good deal for

ou in the use of my time and thought
nd energy to help a primary industry
yod I think [ am, as a quid pro quo,

gtitled to ask my brother farmers

io give me all the assistance and co-

pperation they can. That is all I ask.

j ask you to make clear your opinion
yondvoice on that question. Probably
; will be necessary for this Confer-

ence in the light of the fact that you

have new circumstances, a new

Government and a new Minister, to

come to a decision as to what shall be

done with the funds already in hand.

Now for marketing. I find on looking
back over the industry’s history that

the marketing of your honey has not

followed a straight line. The policy
of the National Government, so far as

tis practical, is for producer control.

That again is democracy. If not all,
most of you know my background in

farmers’ organisations. I have been

appointed to look after farmers’
interests under this Government, and

| have been one who believes, as a

producer, that a producer has the
night and should be prepared to take

the responsibility of running his own

show without Government partnership
and supervision. You cannot just take
a rule and say: This is the plan for

marketing of any and every primary
industry, because one differs so much

from another. You may say here is a

scheme for eggs, or fruit, or potatoes,
wr citrus fruit, but we cannot say that
it is quite the type of organisation
we want for our honey marketing.
stand for the greatest degree of pro-
ducer control. But that carries pro-
lucer responsibility. In the marketing
sphere it seems to me, at least, that
the industry does desire some form of

rganised marketing. It appears that
We are running into overproduction
md we have to look more carefully to

tur markets. The desire of the

hajority appears to be for some form
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of organised marketing, but it must

be a clear and unequivocal statement
from this Conference as to whether

you do or not. Even though you feel

clear on that point I want this Confer-
ence to re-state again to the new

Government whether you want a

marketing organisation. I don’t want

to convince you or persuade you in

any way, but I am prepared to take
on the headache if you want the

organisation.
I notice there is a greater quantity

of honey coming into the Depart-
ment’s blending plant at Auckland.
Over 600 tons this year, which I

think shows that the producers need
some organised outlet for their honey,
but that plant, to be run economically,
must have about 800 tons—and not

your poorest honey, but reasonable

grades of honey. It does seem that

your industry wants that outlet, but
I want you to tell. me from this Con-
ference whether you do or not. Then

you have to accept a little more

responsibility in the matter. I say
that very firmly and determinedly.
They should know whether they can

enter into contracts with the pro-
ducers to ensure they play their fair

part in supplying honey to that plant
—if you want it to continue. J under-

stand it is an integral part of the

Marketing Department set up in

Auckland otherwise I might say you
could have the whole darn thing and

run it yourselves. But I am told from

the actual physical set-up that might
be a difficulty. Take our town milk

supply. They run a pretty good show

and enter into contracts with their

members for the supply of a certain

quantity of their production, and I

see no reason why that should not be

done in the honey industry. If you
want that organisation to continue we

shall have to know clearly where we

stand. .

:

Your marketing committee at the

present time is purely an advisory
one, and although I have had practic-
ally nothing to do with it up to date,
? understand it has been given a fair

amount of executive control. As

understand it, it is representative of
all branches of your organisation. (A
voice: No.) If you tell me what you
want in a reasonably clear voice, I

will recommend it tothe Government,
and if we can get a representative
organisation acceptable, if not to all,
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to the majority, then that organisation
should have an increasing responsi-
bility in the running of your industry,
as I said a little while ago.

I have had some information over

the years and have debated in the

House on the question of honey and

my impression is that the voting of

your organisation is unduly weighted
in favour of those who supply the

gacking. plants and loaded against
those who buy the honey seal. You

have to, come to some reasonable

agreement: I think, upon what is

the fair weighting for these two

classes of people who get: their

voting power in these ways. It seems

it is unduly weighted in favour of

those who supply the blending plant.
I don’t know the reason for that. If

you can come along with an election

method. which is generally acceptable
to you, then I, as your Minister, will

give earnest consideration to it and

put it to the Government that it be

accepted. |

:

This is my first opportunity of

talking with you and I want to stress

again that any difficulties, or the major
difficulties which exist within your

industry must be thrashed out inside

your industry and you must speak
with a reasonably unanimous voice. I,
as Minister, am prepared to recom-

mend.to the Government and you must

be prepared to accept an increasing
responsibility in the organisation. I

think the Government would be will-

ing to continue the selling section of

the Marketing Department if you
wish it, and the seals levy, if you

wish it, but neither I nor the Govern-
ment will force anything upon this

industry, and coincident with that
statement is this: we will not accept
from this industry any recommenda-
tions unless the voice is fairly clear
and unequivocal.on these questions.
You will have your differences and

difficulties; there will be a minority
and a majority. And please remember
this is a democracy and the minority
should and must for the future of the

industry, accept the ruling of the

majority. The question of voting must

be settled before you can take votes.
The weighting of votes is an import-
ant. point. I would stress this point
again; if you want the Department to

continue with the blending plant it is

up to this organisation to guarantee
a minimum quantity. of honey. That

-

struggle between the

a
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will have to be done or else we shea
have to close the plant. I, as Minishstate it is not fair for you to py

<%
in the position. where I am shot a,

T°
all and sundry in your industry, by
must. speak through your organisaty

OU

as an organised body. There are a}.
100,000 farmers in New Zealand at
I cannot deal with private and neesonal representations of every Fi,
dividual farmer. You must leary ie
speak more clearly through yo,”
organisation. : Me

I think that is about all I wanted +
say to you. I really must apologise
for speaking at greater length thes
I had intended, but I feel that you,
industry is rather at the crossroads, ]
am making a fresh approach, ag 4
new Minister representative of a new
Government. I feel you will pardon
me if I took ten minutes longer thay
I should, to let you see into my ming
and to find out from you your fe.

actions to what I am_thinking, ang
also what you wish. Thank you fop
your invitation to be here. It hag
been a great pleasure and I look
forward to your new Executive
coming to me or contacting and advis.
ing me of the decision you have made.
I trust and feel sure your Conference

will be as productive and harmonious
as it can be. That is my wish. I no

declare your Conference open.
.

GOLDEN RULE

————____.__.

There is one thing beekeepers in
general could do a lot of, it costs

nothing, but would accomplish much
for the industry, and that is co-opera-

tion—get together—the Golden Rule—
or call it anything you like, but con-

sider your fellow beekeeper with less

selfishness. There should be some way
of reaching a just, common ground
between the class of beekeepers who

think nothing of moving in on the

other fellow, with his theory that in

a good season you can’t overstock a

territory, and the class who erect
state laws under various guises and
mean to wall off their territory with
a dog-in-the-manger attitude. Both

are lacking in the milk of human

kindness, and intensify the age-long
“haves ” and

“have nots.” .

Gealiltesfl obeantlubkenetelncnndean's,
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35 YEARS’EXPERIENCE

PLUS THE MOST MODERN PLANT IN NEW

ZEALAND,
>

RESULT—The Highest Quality Product.

Ample Stocks at all Agents, or direct from |

A EG ROYD
11 THORNTON STREET.

CHRISTCHURCH. |

SEND YOUR WAX FOR CONVERSION EARLY

“HOME OF BETTER BEES
”

-

QUOTINGITALIAN QUEENS AND NUCS,
SEASON 1950-51.

NUCS: 8-frame 37/6 each. In lots of 50 or more, 35/6 each.

Packing boxes to be returned freight prepaid.

QUEENS:—Untested: Up to 20 queenS ia, ae 8/—- each
aU GO O00 QURSWE 6 iicwneic ss peuin 7/6 each
500 to TO00 Queens: 1) ser <n 7/—-. each
TOO ANE OVER. i. kh ne gids 6/8 each

Tested queens, add 4/- each. Select tested, £2/2/- each.

Breeders, £5/5/- each (to be ordered 12 months in advanceof delivery).
DELIVERIES: Tested, from 1st September.

Untested, from 1st October, in sequence of orders.

TERMS:Cash on Delivery.
Clients are requested not to forward payment with orders.

CORRESPONDENCE:Address to
p heiangtat

ARATAKI APIARIES
P.O. Box 16 es Havelock North

PHONE 3671, HASTINGS. PROPRIETOR, P. BERRY.
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The Annual Dominion Conference
was held in Wellington on July 5th,
6th and 7th, 1950. The President, Mr.

E. A. Field, was in the chair, and

there was a representative attendance

if over sixty members.

Official Opening
The Conference was _ officially

opened by the Hon. K. J. Holyoake,
Minister of Agriculture and Market-

ing. In his address (which is re-

ported in this issue) the Minister

traced the history of the beekeeping
industry in New Zealand, and he made

a vigorous and stimulating comment

on the present marketing situation.
The address made a deep impression

and the speaker was accorded an

enthusiastic vote of thanks.

Address By Mr. A. C. Bridle

The Chairman of the Honey
Marketing Committee, Mr. A. C.,

Bridle, addressed the Conference on

the work of the Committee and the

honey marketing situation generally.
The address was received with close

attention and at its’ conclusion the

speaker answered a number. of

questions.

Report and BalanceSheet —
The Report and Financial Statement

for the year 1949-50 were presented
and after a free discussion wéere

Marketing
It was decided that urgency should

be accorded those matters which had

been raised by the Minister of

Marketing. The Conference therefore

postponed consideration of the Remits,
and proceeded to set down a clear-cut

marketing policy for the future. Bas-

ing its deliberations on the experi-
ences and achievements of the past
and viewing the whole marketing
structure as a unit, the meeting
defined its wishes in the form of five

resolutions, each one being carried by
a substantial majority.

(1) “That this Conference supports
the principle of organised marketing
through a central packing depot or

depots.” S

7

(2) “That if the Government is pre-
parent to operate an organisation for

-to such a policy.”

the marketing of honey, this Confe
ence considers that the Governme,,
should secure contracts of sup it
from producers before it is committey

(3) “That this Conference igs
favour of a levy to stabilise organ.
ised marketing, but would apprecig.,
some simpler scheme than the Presens
system of collection.” This resolutj,
was carried on a delegates’ vote be
1845 to 323. 7

(4) “That the franchise for tp
election of the Honey Marketing Cop,
mittee be amended as proposed by th
General Executive in their Report»
Also carried on a delegates’ vote, }
1685 to 498.

y

(5) “That the seals reserves an
current seals revenue be administereg
at the discretion of the Honey
Marketing Committee.”

Remits

The remits then came before the
meeting and the following is a lig
of those remits or amended remitgs
which were carried :—

“That the policy of the Marketing
Department be to export a maximun
amount of honey to overseas marketg
and to pack a minimum amount for
the local market.”

“That the Honey Marketing Com.
mittee institute a vigorous campaign
to advertise New Zealand honey in
New Zealand when surpluses occur

and that a substantial grant from the
Seals Fund be made for this purpose,”

“That the previous system of a full

pro rata payment according to grade,
for honey supplied to the Marketing
Department, be re-instated, and that
we support the Executive proposals
recently forwarded to the Minister.”
(Note. The proposals referred to are

set out in the report of the Executive

meeting.) |

“That the payout on honey by the
Marketing Department be increased

by way of reduced overhead costs.” |
“That export licenses be granted to

individual beekeepers for the export
of honey to England, and _ 10

individual consumers and not for re-

sale, the honey to be graded if not

packed in containers showing the

name or brand of the producer.”
“That the Honey Marketing Com-

mittee be asked to have investigations
made into the use, for industrial pul-
poses, of low grade honey.” |
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| “That the attention of the Health

pepartment be drawn to the fact that

yoney is being sold on the _ open

parket contrary to the provisions of

ine law, and that a request be made

i have the position rectified.” (Note.
fhis resolution arises from a com-

jaint that honey is being sold in con-

giners which do not bear the pro-

jucer’sor the packer’s name.)
“That members of the Association

~

ye urged through Branch secretaries

io endeavour to maintain the Tribunal

rice of 3/6 per lb. for beeswax. by
refusing to sell their wax for less

than 3/6 per lb.”
Pays

“That unless and until the supply of

gartons -be more reliable, import
jicenses be granted.” |

“That the Honey Marketing Com-

mittee be asked to investigate the

possibility of coming to new and

petter arrangements with regard to

the supply of carton lids.”
“That the Honey Marketing Com-

mittee be given administrative powers,

provided that the power to com-

mandeer be excluded.”
“That if the Marketing Department

ontinues to operate, a depot for re-

ceiving supplies be opened in the

South Island and _ elsewhere if

necessary.” |

“That the Apiaries Act be amended

s0 aS to give the permanent Apiary
Instructors power to destroy grossly
neglected apiaries on the outbreak of

lisease.”’ |

“That for the purpose of eradicat-

ing disease (foul-brood) a, recom-

mendation be made for Apiary
Instructors to concentrate on compre-
hensive apiary inspection and_ to

levote less time to instruction in the

ield.””-
“That a larger amount of finance

ve made available for part-time
ipiary inspection.”
“That this Conference is concerned

wer the possibility of the destruction
f manuka through the introduction
t disease and that the Department of

Agriculture in the interests of bee-

feepers be asked to investigate the
‘ale of diseased manuka plants.”
“That the Conference considers that

he deterioration in the yield of clover
8 such as to warrant an investigation,
ind requests that the Department of

igriculture institute an inquiry into

he causes.”

the opossum menace,
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“That the Department investigate
the possibility of the introduction of

sweet clover and _  nectar-bearing
plants.”

“That representation be made to

the Minister of Agriculture with a

view to having regulations enacted to

ensure that only Italian bees from

reputable overseas breeders be im-

ported, and only by the Department.”
“That the Department make avail-

able to beekeepers a quicker destruc-
tive agent than DDT for the destruc-

tion of wasp nests.”
“That the appropriate authority be

approached regarding supplies of flat

galvanised iron sheets.”
“That the Executive investigate

during the year the question of

affiliation with Federated Farmers and

report back to the next Conference.”
“That the attention of the Minister

of Internal Affairs be again drawn to

and’ that a

bounty be paid.”
“That next year’s Conference be

held in Christchurch.” ©

General 7

Several matters were raised during
the course of general business and

the following resolutions were

carried :—

The Wasp Menace. “That this Con-
ference is of the opinion that the

Government should deal with the wasp
menace in a much more serious

manner than in the past so that we

can rest assured that in future they
will do more to stop their spreading.”

Representation on Marketing Com-

mittee. ‘That it be a recommendation

to the General Executive that this
Conference conveys to the Minister its
wishes that the personnel of the

Honey Marketing Committee be two

members from the North Island and

one from the South Island.”

Address by Mr. T. S. Winter

At this stage the Conference was

addressed by the Superintendent of

the Beekeeping Industry, Mr. T. S.

Winter, who surveyed the work being
done by the Division, mentioning the

progress which had been made and

policy now being followed in the con-

trol of foul-brood disease.
In the course of a gereval discussion

reference was made to the valuable
service being rendered to the industry
by officers of the Horticulture

Division, THe
|
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Election of Officers

There were four nominations for

the office of President, Messrs. E. A.

Field, E. D. Williams,P. Berry, and

R. Davidson.Mr. Field sought per-
mission to withdraw his nomination,
and upon a ballot of the remaining
nominees being taken, Mr.

Williams was declared "elected.
Mr. Berry and Mr. Davidson

extended their congratulations to Mr.

Williams, who then assumed the chair

to the accompaniment of loud

applause.
1

The election of the remaining
officers was then taken and the list

of those elected is as follows:—

President: Mr. E. D. Williams.

Vice-President: Mr. E. A. Field.

Executive: Messrs. EK.J. Kirk and

J. R. Barber (North Island), Messrs.
G. KEK. Gumbrell and T. F. Penrose

(South Island).
Messrs. Moir and Campion, Levin,

were elected auditors for the ensuing
year.

_ Tributes were paid to the work of

Mr. Field during his long and stren-

uous term of oftice as President and

the Conference decided unanimously
to place on record its appreciation of

his service to the Association during
the last eleven years.

—

Mr. Field briefly replied and ack- |

nowledged the assistance and support
he had received during Conference
and throughout his term of office.

Votes of thanks were extended to

the Director of the Horticulture
Division (Mr. A. M. W. Greig), the

Assistant Director (Mr. W. T. Good-

win) and to the officers of the Horti-

culutre Division and the Marketing
©

Department for their interest. and

their assistance during the various

sessions, and the 1950 Conference was

formally brought to a close. i

Aristippus to Diogenes:
knew how to flatter kings you would
not need to live on herbs.

Diogenes: If you know how to live:
on herbs you would not need to flatter
kings.

He who rides a tiger cannot dis-

mount, —Chinese Proverb.
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ITALIAN~
QUEENS

1950-51

Expert attentiongiven to all orders
from 1 to 1,000.

; Se]
Tested. ialQuantity. Untested. testeg

1 9/- 13/- 16/~

2 17/6 25/- 30/—
3 25/6 36/—
4. 33/- AT/—
5 40/- —58/-

10 77/6 110/-

20 and over—150/-per 20.

Selected Untested, add 1/- extra per
Queen.

Breeders, £3/3/- each on avail.
able).

Delivery October to ete .

Cash with order.

Cheques to have exchange added

Terms:

Telegrams, 1/- extra.

Orders over 20 Airmailed free on

request.

Orders under 20, 2/2 extra.

The development of these Queens
extends over a period of 20 years,

resulting in the creation of a hard

working, high producing and non-

swarming strain of gentle tempera-
ment.

Bred from disease-free hives undernatural conditions.
|

Apply to—

F. D. WHITE
Commercial Queen Breeder,

Box 82,

KAMO, NORTH AUCKLAND.
———_,
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N.Z. QUEEN BREEDERS’
- SOCIETY
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The first Annual Meeting of this

gociety was held in the Returned

ervices’ Social Hall, Wellington, on

wednesday, 5th July, 1950. Mr. Geo.

wanson, President, was in the chair,

and the Director of Horticulture, Mr.

Greig, many Queen Breeders and

members attending the N.B.A. Con-

ference, were present.
The President introduced Mr. T.

palmer Jones, Research Officer of the

Animal Research Station, Wallace-
ville. Mr. Palmer Jones commenced

pis talk by screening lantern slides of

the instruments used in the artificial

insemination of queen bees, discussing
their nature and use. After this he

gave a very comprehensive review of

what was being done at Wallaceville

in an effort to breed a superior strain

of queens. He thanked the 19 Queen
Breeders in different parts of New

Zealand for their generous donations

of their best queens. Nearly 60 had
been received and of these 52

had been successfully introduced to

colonies which had been set up. Due

to the time necessary for the setting
up and the collection of queens the

breeding period had been a com-.

parativly short one. However, quite
satisfactory results had been obtained

in that three generations had been

reared, each generation taking ap-

proximately 60 days. It would prob-
ably be two or three years yet before

any breeder queens would be available

for distribution to the various donors.

The co-operation of these breeders at

that stage could be very helpful in

that certain data which they could

collect in their own apiary and which

would be forwarded to the Research

Officer would assist him to assess
what improvement had been made.

Mr. Palmer Jones answered many

questions and was accorded a_ very

hearty vote of thanks for his interest-

ing and informative talk.
Bibb

oe
Mr. Greig, Director of Horticulture,

was then introduced to the meeting.
He gave an outline of what his

Department was doing for the benefit
of the beekeeping industry. Members
who had sons with matriculation or

university entrance qualifications will

have an opportunity of applying for
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a cadetship in the Apiary Division

later on in the year. Mr. Greig was

also given a hearty vote of thanks.

A few who were not interested now

left and the Annual Meeting com-

menced, the President reading his

Annual Report. Special mention was

made of the good work done by the

Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. P. Carter,
who had collected a lot of information

and made many contacts all without

cost to the Society. The report was

duly adopted. The need for a Society
was then reaffirmed. The following
Officers were appointed:—President,
Mr. Geo. Swanson, Gore; Committee,
Messrs. T. H. Cropp, Nelson; T. E.

Pearson, Darfield; D.. H. Dahlberg,
Ashburton; G. E. Gumbrell, Geral-

dine; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, Myr.

W. P. Carter, F.C.S.N.Z., Lower Huit.

It was unanimously agreed that the

first objective of the Society should

be “to foster and improve the strain

of Italian bees.” That Queen Breeders
who had donated queens for the pur-

pose of research work during the past
season should be deemed to be the

foundation members of the Society.
That the Committee should examine
the draft rules and proceed to the

enrolment of members, who will have
an opportunity of amending and

adopting the Rules at the next annual
meeting which will be held in Christ-
church during next N.B.A. Confer-
ence, JSeveral cash donations were

made to assist the Hon. Secretary to

carry on. A very successful evening
terminated at 11 o’clock with a hearty
vote of thanks to the chair.

Extracted honey may have a con-

siderable number of coarse-grained
crystals in it. These can be the result

of not drying out extracting combs

the previous autumn, or extracting a

few combs of the past season’s honey
that has partially granulated. Honey
in this condition may not respond to

the addition of starter honey, as the

coarser crystals predominate. The only
way to rectify this is to heat the

honey to approximately 130 degrees
F. until all crystals are destroyed.

ON LEISURE

What is this life, if full of care,

We have no time to stand and stare?

—W. H. Davies.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
HORTICULTUREDIVISION
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Two years ago (season 1947-48) a the Department dealing with thi
“survey was made by the Department subject for the guidance of bea
to determine how much foul-brood keepers.

-

was to be found in New Zealand During the past two seasons th
apiaries. Reports covering the in- permanent Instructors personally‘spection of 128,708 hives showed a

total of 1.7% of disease that season.

Another survey was made this year
to see what results were being
achieved under the present methods

©

Reports obtained from allof control.

Departmental Apiary Inspectors and

from beekeepers covering a total of

136,915 colonies of bees inspected
during the 1949-50 breeding season

showed a total of 2.02% foul-brood.

Following are the figures for each

Apiary Inspection district:—
No. of Percentage

colonies of foul-brood

District Inspected found

North Auckland 138,440 0.9%
PUCKIONG aus sass 8,021 2.5%
Hamion 1... nan 23,043 1.2%
Palmerston North

|

and Hawera ..... 21,562 1.38%

PEASE SS one nscie16,750 /1:5%
Christchurch -. .... 15,684 3.9%
CA ocah 1s,and15,688 2.1%,

Invercargill —.... 13,049 2%

Greymouth-Nelson 8,128 4.8%
The two surveys and records going

back ten years showed that under the

present methods of disease control

where beekeepers were allowed to

use the shaking method in certain
circumstances, the incidence of disease
could not be reduced much below 2%.
It would, therefore, appear necessary

to alter our present methods of con-

trol a little if the disease situation

is: to be improved and _ foul-brood

eventually eradicated in all settled

beekeeping’ areas.

In future beekeepers will be re-

quired to destroy the contents of dis-
eased hives found by Inspectors and
to sterilise thoroughly any remaining
hive equipment by approved methods.
it is not considered necessary to burn

-

good apiary equipment such as hive

boxes, lids and floor boards provided
these are sterilised thoroughly. A

suitable pamphlet will be prepared by

destroyed a total of 1044 heglectegand diseased hives.
It is not the intention of the De.

partment, however, to give power to
part-time Apiary Inspectors workin
solo, to burn diseased hives, me
where beekeepers fail to clean up dis.
ease as directed the permanen;
Apiary Instructor will attend to the
work assisted by a part-time workey
where required.

Last year £789 was expended on
part-time apiary inspection work. 4
sum of £1,000 has been placed on the
Estimates for this work during the
coming season, and this sum will he
spent provided the number of com.

petent beekeepers required to put the
new disease control policy into opera-

‘tion, are available.

Registrations

Apiary registration figures to the
end of June, 1950, completed since
the Hon. Minister of Agriculture's

.-address to Conference, show an in-
crease of 196 beekeepers, 752 apiaries
and 9,596 hives since 31st March,
1949,

:

Totals for New Zealand at present
are:—Registered beekeepers, 6,683:
apiaries, 12,121; hives, 183,982, made

up as under:—
Hive No. of No. of

Groups - Beekeepers Apiaries Hives
1 te 5 [se LT 4,282 | 9,586
6 to 20 | 1,503 ito, 4 16,119

21 to 50 422 743 | 13,812
51 and over 561 5,326 | 144,465

Export of Bees

A trial shipment of queen bees from
New Zealand to England was made

by the Department early last April at
the suggestion of the High Commis-
sioner for New Zealand in London to

test the feasibility of queen-breeders
in this country developing a trade in
this class of business with English
beekeepers...) te
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Special arrangements were made
ith Airways authorities for their

safe carriage in a pressurised cabin.

qhe bees left Auckland on a Tuesday

giternoon and reached their destina-
jon in England the following Sunday.

advice has been, received at Wallace-

ville from Dr. Butler at Rotheramsted
gxperimental Station, to whom the

ueens were addressed, that they
arrived in good condition, were suc-

cesstully introduced, and were doing
ell. 4

|

A trial-shipment sent by a. Canter-
pury beekeeper under similar arrange-

ments. about three weeks later to a

queen-breeder in England also arrived
ip good condition. _

7

Further tests will be necessary to

fnd the lightest .and most suitable

queen-cages for future use in con-

signments by air overseas, to ensure
minimum freight costs per queen, if

there is a worthwhile market in the

United Kingdom. ree

Any beekeeper who decides. to

‘export bees to the United Kingdom
should first obtain a certificate of
deanliness from the Department of

Agriculture to accompany the. pack-
ageS in accordance with overseas

requirements before making applica-
tion to the Customs Department for
the necessary permit to export. A
copy of the certificate may then be

used by .the beekeeper to support
his application. Intending exporters
should, however, apply direct. to the
local Apiary Instructor, Department
of Agriculture, for full particulars of
the procedure to.be followed.

No authority would be granted for

the importation of bees into New Zea-
land from the United Kingdom or any
other country or State where Acarine
disease of bees occurs.

Harvesting Honey
|

Once again I wish to draw the
attention of producers to the danger
of careless handling of Phenol boards
used for the removal of surplus horiey
from the hives, also to the excessive
use of creasote as a preservative for
wooden hive parts.

—

|

The Department is concerned about
the quality of tainted honey reaching
the market this year. ero,

Experience has shown that where

Phenol boards are used carelessly or

Where wooden hive parts have been

liberally treated with creasote, there

THE N.Z.
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is danger of the honey becoming badly
tainted.

Unfortunately, it has been neces-

sary to reject several lines of tainted

honey at the Grade Store this year.

T. S. WINTER,
Superintendent, Beekeeping Industry.

ANNUAL REPORT, 1950
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Ladies and Gentlemen,
The work of the Association during

the year ended 31st May, 1950, was
associated mainly in matters pertain-
ing to marketing and although much

effort has been expended little appears
to have been achieved in effecting a

solution of the Industry’s problems on

a long-term basis. ;

The cause of this lack of progress,
which is probably more apparent than

real, is undoubtedly due to the change
in the political situation, brought
about by the General Election in
November last.

_
Following the Rotorua Conference,

negotiations were immediately opened
with the then Minister of Marketing
and also with the Directors of the
Dominion Producers’ Co-operative
Agency Ltd., in endeavours to effect
an overall improvement in the honey-
marketing position. .

_im so far as the Dominion Pro-

ducers’ Co-operative Agency was con-

cerned however, it was found that
little could be achieved unless the

industry was prepared in the first

instance, to form a Co-operative
Limited Liability Company of Honey
Producers to-.be linked to the D.P.A.

Organisation.
|

In view of past experiences, your

_Executive decided against any such
move being taken by the Association.

On the other hand negotiations with

the Minister of Marketing appeared
to be progressing favourably and the

Minister had stated his intention of

calling a conference of representatives
of the Marketing Department, the

Honey Marketing Committee and your
Executive, for the purpose of examin-

ing a proposal to institute a written

agreement between the Government
and the Industry in regard to the

beeswax also,
marketing of honey and_ possibly
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The General Election put an end to

that proposal and from then onwards

representations have been made to the

present Minister of Marketing in an

endeavour to ascertain the policy of

the new Government regarding the

future of the Packing and Blending

Plant at Auckland and Honey Market-

ing in general.
It will be appreciated by members

that much of this work has, of

necessity, been duplicated. In the first

place the decisions of the last Confer-

ence were conveyed and fully ex-

plained to the previous Minister and

subsequently a fresh approach had to

be made on the same lines to the

present Minister.

In February the Hon. K. J. Holy-

oake advised that the Government’s
policy in regard to marketing was

as follows:—“Internal Marketing

Division to be handed over, as quickly
as possible without disorganising
trade, to producer co-operative
organisations prepared to undertake
the present functions of the I.M.D.”
In this connection the Minister also

advised that the existing arrange-

ments were to continue pending re-

organisation, but if producers pre-

ferred the present methods, these

would be retained.

In drawing attention to the alter-

native which had to be considered,
the Minister stated that before the

Government was in a position to make

its decision in the matter, it would

be helpful to have a definite recom-

mendation from the National organis-
ation of the Industry and he asked

that the Association furnish him with

its proposals for the future, as soon

as possible.
With this object in mind, the

General Executive held a_ two-day

meeting in Wellington at the end of

February, when the whole aspect of

the marketing situation was fully dis-

cussed, Your Executive reached very

definite conclusions which may be

summarised as follows:—
1. The urgent necessity for organ-

ised marketing.
:

2. The retention of the present
marketing organisation for (a)
an assurance of supply to estab-
lished overseas markets, and (b)
for the disposal of surplus crops

if and when they occur.

Realising that the continuance of

the present marketing organisation is

August,1959
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possible only if sufficient honey is sey
forward to enable the plant to ne
operated as an economic unit, con

sideration was then given to the vit,
question of securing the necegsa,.
supply. The underlying difficulty heyg
is of course, the wide disparity in th
price payable through the depot a.
compared with those ruling on ie
are

market.
an improved basis of pay-out ;

to be formulated by the Marketin’
Department, the first essential =
increased revenue. Under existing con
ditions this does not appear possible
and a. way has to be sought to ovey.
come this difficulty.

In reviewing the situation, yoy,
Executive decided that an important
feature in the future operations of the
Department should be that of maip.
taining and developing the supply of
honey to the British market, where
the New Zealand product has always
earned a premium in price. Here
again the question of price to the

producer comes into the picture, as it
is impossible to even maintain the
existing overseas. market for the
“Imperial Bee” pack, unless a much

greater quantity of high-grade honey
is supplied to the depot. In apn

endeavour, therefore, to meet the
position, both as regards to increased

prices to the producer and increased
supplies to the depot, your Executive
have recommended to the Minister
that careful investigations be made as

to the practicability of giving effect

to _the following proposals, which,
incidentally, would also have the effect
of countering the widespread and

growing dissatisfaction among the
consumer public within the Dominion,
at the very noticeable imecrease in

poorly packed and blended honey sold

on the local market at the same price
as the first-grade article.

The proposals put forward are:—.

1. That the Marketing Department
be authorised to put up a specially-
graded pack of not less than 90 points
grading for sale on the local market
at a premium of not less than 2d per

lb. above the existing price which
covers all ungraded honey.

2. That the Marketing Department
be authorised to guarantee to pro-
ducers in advance of next year’s
production season, a _ special bonus

payment of 2d per lb. on all honey

received by the Department which
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grades 96 points and over and a

gnaller bonus payment on _ honey

yeceived which grades from 90 to 96

oints.

M3.That in order to achieve this,
ortion of the existing reserve funds

pe utilised, if necessary, for the

urpose of meeting any deficiency
which may result from the above-

mentioned guarantee.
1

In regard to proposal No. 3, it has

glways been understood that the

seserve funds. are for use in an

emergency and your Executive is of

the opinion that the present danger
of losing the British market and also

of losing the present marketing
wrganisation, constitutes a state of

emergency in the Industry.
It must be emphasised that the

roposals already mentioned, together
with a further one recommending the

extension of the seals levy to cover

all sales of retail packs, have been

put forward in an honest and earnest

endeavour to build up the existing”
marketing organisation, and in so

doing, to enable the Department to

iter a more attractive return to

enable producers to furnish increased

supplies to the depot.
Other matters upon which’ repre-

sentations have been made to the new

Government include an alteration in

the franchise relating to the election

of producer members of the Honey
Marketing Committee and the pro-

hibition of imports of beeswax.

With regard to the former, the

Minister of Marketing has advised

that he is willing to recommend to

Cabinet that the regulations be

amended, provided he receives an

assurance from our Executive that

substantially all sections of the In-

dustry are in favour of such an

amendment, whereby equal voting
tights would be granted both to

suppliers to the Department and to

purchasers of seals.
7

It should be noted here that there
is no intention of altering the present
qualifications of producers for nomina-
tion to the Board.

Subject to the same provisions as

outlined above, the Minister has
stated that he would be content to

allow the present seals levy to. con-

tinue. The Minister has, however,
Intimated that he is not prepared to

Consider extending the incidence of
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the seals levy as sugested, unless the

whole Industry expresses a desire for
such action.

;

|

No reply has yet been received from
the Minister concerning the proposal
for increased prices for high-zrade
honey supplied to the Department,
other than that the position is being
investigated.
‘Your Executive is convinced that

it is of the utmost importance that a

firm decision be reached »y_ the
Industry as to the future basis of

marketing without further delay. For
too long, the position has been in a

state of flux and the future of the

Industry is being jeopardised by the
failure of producers to reach a 2om-

mon understanding of the position.
The situation in regard to supplies

of galvanised iron is still difficult, but

through the co-operation of the

Superintendent of the Beekeeving
Industry and the Building Controller,
the purchase of the quantity of iron

required by beekeepers in Canterbury
for re-roofing hives was recentiy
authorised on a district basis.

The response to an appeal to

Branches for information as_ to

quantities and location of stocks of

beeswax held by individual members.
was most disappointing and the lack
hard to understand. Since the May
issue of the Journal, however, a

larger numberof producers have
forwarded information, which, as

arranged, has been passed on to the

Marketing Department.
In dealing with the internal affairs

of the Association, it is pleasing to

note that the progress reported
previously has been maintained. Dur-

ing the year two new Branches were

formed, one in the Waitomo District
and one in the Buller District. ‘The
Central Otago Branch has now gone
out of existence but several bee-

keepers in that area have _ since
intimated their intention of becomin

direct members.
7

The finances of the Association are

in a satisfactory state. The credit
-

balance in the General Account at 31st

May, 1950, after making allowance
for the transfer of £10 from the Trust

Fund, amounts to £201/11/10, as com-

pared with £201/8/7 at the close of

the previous year. In the Trust Fund,
the credit balance is £242/15/4 as

compared with £223/15/4 at the end
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organ, “The New Zealand Beekeeper,”
is compiled and published, is the sub-

ject of complimentary comments from
widespread sources and the thanks of
members are due to the Editor, Mr. J.

McFadzien, for the very good work
he is doing, not only in the interests
of our Association, but of the Industry
as a whole. For many years “The
N.Z. Beekeeper” has been the subject
of popular acclaim among all sections
of ‘beekeepers and the domestic and

general information furnished through
this publication should be appreciated
by all readers.

|

Appreciative reference has been
made on previous occasions of the

work of the Horticulture Division of

the Department of Agriculture for the

very fine work being carried on in
the interests of the Industry and it is
again appropriate to record our sin-

of the previous year, an increase of

The manner in which our official

August,aS 1950
cere thanks to the Director, to
Superintendent of the Beekeeping
Industry, to the members of the;
Field Staff and to Mr. T. Palmew
Jones of the Bee Research Laborato,
at the Animal Research Statioy
Wallaceville, for their continuedassistance throughout the year.

~ The work of the various Brangy
Secretaries of the Association jig
feature of our organisation which i
of immense value and a special woyg
of praise is due to these ladies and
gentlemen for their helpful  .
operation.

THE ORATORS

Conference delegate (waxing elo.
quent): Mr Chairman, this amendment
is a double-barrelled red herring .

,
|

Another delegate (referring to a4

gratifying business transaction): |
shook hands with myself to the extent
that I could hardly let go!

HONEY TINS.
We can promptly supply yourrequirements.

ALL SIZES MAY NOW BE SUPPLIED.

J. Gadsden & Co. Ltd.
-. P.O. Box 94, AUCKLAND; P.O. Box 14, PETONE:
P.O. Box 216, CHRISTCHURCH;P.O. Box 669, DUNEDIN.

GEDDES-MADE
WE SPECIALISE IN 100% USE OF KILN-DRIED

TIMBER FOR MANUFACTURING

AND FRAMES.
|

ROOF AND FLOOR FRAMES MADE FROM TOTARA.

ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE. List on application to:

R. K. GEDDES
- ROTORUA

SUPERS
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HAWKE’S BAY
inn.

ANNUAL REPORT

The year ended 31st May, 1950, has

peen one of considerable activity for

the Branch. In addition to the two

yery successful field days—one held

at the Napier Boys’ High School dur-

ing November and the other held at

Mr Gordon’s Apiary in Hastings

during March—the Branch has held

four general meetings and five execu-
tive meetings.

At field days held by the Central
Southern Hawke’s Bay Branch, and

those held by our own Branch, there
has been a valuable and pleasing
exchange of visits by members.

At the beginning of the year the

Executive was successful in arrang-

ing with the Girl Guides’ Head-

quarters the use of our present meet-

ing room for the second Wednesday
evening in each month. This has
proved a happy solution to the diffi-

culties and uncertainties that pre-
viously existed regarding a meeting

place. .

|

The financial statement for the

year shows an increase of £6/12/6
credit in the bank account, bringing
the total to £27/0/2, which is prob-
ably the highest since the formation

of the Branch. In addition the 4
hives of bees owned and operated by
the Branch help to make the overall

picture appear very satisfactory.
The statement shows, however, that

honey sales amounting to £13/4/- for

the year have been a big factor in

stabilising the Branch’s position.
Without the apiary the. year’s opera-

tions would have shown a loss. We

would be wise to bear this in mind

when we consider the comparative
position of other branches, and when

we consider the financial setup of the

the N.B.A. as a whole.

BRANCH NOTES

The Branch is once again indebted

to Mr. Gordon, who has operated the
Branch apiary so successfully.

The present Branch strength of 36

members might well be improved
upon. Nearly four years ago a drive
for increased membership brought the

strength to over 60 members. The

falling off since that time seems to

be due to several factors. The series

of seasons of low honey production
has resulted in some giving up bee-
keeping, and in others losing interest.

Further, the type of effort which in-

creased our membership possibly
tends to create an interest which it
is difficult to maintain. In the long
run the success of the Branch and
the strength of its membership will

depend on the capacity of the
Executive of the Branch, and _ the

capacity of the parent body, to serve

the aims and objects of the Associa-

tion, namely, “Better Beekeeping and

Better Marketing.” I trust that the

Branch activities during the past year
will prove a worthwhile contribution
to that end.

f3 3

During the past year our local

Apiary Instructor, Mr. Robinson, has
been actively associated with efforts
to delay the approach of the wasp
menace which, in the years to come,
must inevitably prove a serious prob-
lem to beekeepers of Hawke’s Bay.
Reports from areas where the wasps
are already established show that the

magnitude of the problem might
easily be underestimated.

We are indebted to Mr. Robinson on

whose shoulders so much additional
work has fallen. Unfortunately, we

will be faced during the coming year
with the retirement of this bee-

keepers’ friend and adviser. At the

appropriate time the Branch will ‘no

doubt wish to make suitable recog-
nition of Mr. Robinson’s services.

In eonclusion, I wish to thank all

those whose efforts have contributed
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to the Branch’s successful year and

my special thanks are due to each and

every member of the Executive for

their active co-operation and for their

tolerance towards a presidentwho, at

times, may have made their tele-
phones seem rather a mixed blessing.

May the 1950-51 season prove to

be the one so long awaited by Hawke’s

Bay basen: BERRY, President.

FAR NORTH

_The annual meeting of the Far
North branch was held in the Kaitaia

Library on Monday, 5th June.

It was reportedthat the branch had

a membership of 32. During the year

ten meetings were held, the average

attendance being 7.01. Although this

was a decrease on last year, it should
be regarded as satisfactory in view of

the fact that most of our members
live a considerable distance from the

centre of the district.
st) 8

As well as giving consideration to

routine business matters, a talk or

demonstration on some aspect of

modern beekeeping has been given at

each meeting by the President or one

of the members. The newer members
in particular are deeply appreciative
of the instruction given at meetings.

We believe the result has been better

beekeeping.
The Branch regrets to learn that

through indisposition, Mr. W. J. Fix

has been forced to sever his connec-

tion with the Department of Agricul-
ture Instructional staff. Mr. Fix gave

a great deal of valuable assistance to

all members of this Branch. It was

largely through his efforts that the
incidence of disease, especially Ameri-

can foul brood, has been considerably
reduced in this district. The Branch
records its appreciation of Mr. Fix’s
services and wishes him a speedy

A young apiary instructor, Mr. T.

| Pp. J. Williams, paid several visits to

_ the district during the year and car-

' ried out inspections over a wide area.

| Mr. Williams made a good impression
and members wish him all success in

his career.
|

|

Again this year the Branch Presi-

' dent has acted as part-time inspector.
In this capacity Mr. Haines has done

a vast amount of valuable work. As
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both president and inspector, he hag
given without stint to assist the mens
be in their difficulties.

4

ove average honey crops ,

been harvested this Sila. ae
meeting the local trade’s demands.
about 15 tons of honey have been sent

te theLdesD.ang
an additional five

ons to shops and merchan
i

this district.
ee

Once again the Branch draws at.

tention to the faulty storage of hone
in shop racks. This has resulted in
some instances in serious deteriora.

tion of honey. The quality of honey
cartons is of course an impor

factor in the storage of ie es
members are glad to know that the

National Executive has made repre-
sentations to the Government and the

- manufacturers on this matter.

Again this year, the Branch took

advantage of the offer of a honey
section at the A. and P. Show, and
presented an_ attractive display
Thanks are extended to the judges
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hancox, and to
those who came forward with entries

Finally, the Far North Branch
tenders its thanks to all those who

have assisted during the year, and

again places on record its apprecia-
tion of the good work being done for

the industry by the National Execu-

tive, the General Secretary, Mr. G. V.

Fraser, and the editor of the “N.Z,
Beekeper,” Mr. J. McFadzien.

Election of Officers

President—Mr.W. I. Haines; Vice-

Presidents—Messrs.C.F. Werner, J.

Walton, G. Hancox and C. F. Brent;

Hon. Secretary—Rev. J. Graham:
Committee—Messrs. W. G. MacPher-
son, W. S. Beckett, J. W. Thornton
I. B. Stanton. .

;

_
The President was appointed dele-

gate to the Annual Conference of the

Beekeepers’Association to be held in

Wellington in July._“Northland Age.’

WELLINGTON

The 12th Annual Meeting was held

on 12th July. There was a_ good
attendance of members. Mr. Geo.

Ayson, J.P., was re-elected chairman

unopposed and Mr. W. P. Carter was

for the twelfth time re-elected hon.

secretary-treasurer, also unopposed.
Tributes were paid to these two
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gentlemen for the good work they
had done during the year. Mrs.

Oliver, Messrs. Bodmin, Gadd and

Kraus, vice-chairmen; Messrs. Bell,
Whyborn, Hunt, Day and Hansen,
committemen; Mr. Bodmin, hon.

auditor. Two new members’ were

elected. Mr. Burt exhibited portion
of a wasps’ nest (vespa vulgaris),
care having been taken to see that

there were no live wasps. The report
showed that there had been some fall-

ing off in membership due largely to

the derationing of sugar. However,
we are a strong Branch with a strong
desire to be of service to all bee-

keepers in this area with a warm

welcome to any visitor to Wellington
to any of our monthly meetings.
These are held on the second Monday
in each, month. A ring to W. P.

Carter, phone 60-249, will tell you
where the meeting will be and what

will be on. We always close our meet-

ings with a cup of tea and a few

biscuits. This makes opportunities to

get to know each other.
forget, please. |

7 —W. P. CARTER.

CANTERBURY

The Annual Meeting of the Canter-

bury Branch was held in Christchurch
on 17th June, 1950, with twenty-six
beekeepers present. Mr. T. Pearson

was in the chair. The Annual Report
and Balance Sheet showed that the

Branch continued to make = satis-

factory progress. The membership
had reached 96 and the Balance Sheet

showed a credit balance of £32/10/10.
During the year the Branch secured
five and a half tons of sugar for feed-

ing bees and this was distributed to

members requiring it. Four meetings,
one Committee meeting and one Field

Day were held during the year. Mr.

T. Pearson retired from the presi-
dency, having served for four consecu-

tive years. Mr. E. Smellie was elected
President for the year 1950-51.

—R. R. BUSHBY.

OTAGO

The Annual Meeting of the Otago
Branch was held in Dunedin on 8th

May, 1950, when the President, Mr.

I. L. Jackson,presided over a gather-
ing of 28 members and friends. He

'

culture,

So do not.

TUONO BRERMEPMR =

welcomed several new members ‘and
hoped that they would continue to

take an interest in the activities of
the Branch.

In presenting his Annual Report,
Mr. Jackson expressed his thanks to

all members: and his committee for

their loyal support and interest in the

meetings and field day, and more

especially for the arrangements made

in connection with the visit to the

Branch in January last by the noted
American entomologist, Dr. B. Elwood

Montgomery, Fulbright Research

Scholar in New Zealand. This meeting
was the means of bringing mem-

bers of the Federated Farmers of

New Zealand, Dunedin Horticultural
Society, Otago Seedsmen and Growers’
Society, as well as officers of the

Fields Division, Department of Agri-
into contract with the

National Beekeepers’ Association for

the first time, and hopes are expressed
that more such meetings can be
arranged as a great deal of mutual

good and understanding must be

ea for all concerned.

The thanks of the Branch were

extended to the Secretary for his

untiring effort in bringing about such

a memorable gathering.
Votes of thanks were accorded to

the editor of the “New Zealand Bee-

keeper,” other Branches for invita-

tions to and entertainment on Field

Days, and to the ladies for their work
on refreshments.

The election of officers venuleaines
President—Mr. T. L. Jackson (re-
elected); Vice-President—Mr. A. J.

Shaw (re-elected); Secretary and
Treasurer—Mr. A. F. Lindsay (re-
elected); Committee—Messrs. J. K.

Campbell and A. J. Simon. Mr. J.

McFadzien was elected as delegate to

Conference. Mr. A. B. Callick was

elected Auditor.
A most interesting half-hour was

spent in viewing portions of a bee

mounted on slides through a micro-

scope, including a queen bee’s sting,
and several slides of acarine disease,
etc. All present expressed their

appreciation of the action of a student,
Mr. D. Singh, for his work in prepar-

ing the slides, and the members look

forward with interest at the prospect
of more such evenings and further

mountings which will be of great
value to the Association.

—A,. F, LINDSAY,
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CURRENT PRICES

FOR

BEESWAX
If you have pure, clean Beeswax take this

opportunity of cashing in on to-day’s top —

NOW stating the quantity available.

market price. Don’t delay —write to us |

SHARLAND & Co. Ltd.
TAYLORS ROAD, MORNINGSIDE, AUCKLAND.

Sy,

“CARDEA” AND “MONOCON” BRANDS

IIb. and 2lb. sizes available for prompt delivery.
No increase in prices.

Stamped lids for these cartons can be arranged
through the Internal Marketing Division,

7 Auckland.

DISTRIBUTORS:

FRANK M. WINSTONE
(Merchants) Ltd.

BOX 182, AUCKLAND

South Island Agents: FOLEY BROS. (N.Z.) LTD.
Box 519, Wellington

Honey Cartons

eet,

Seer,

EY

Rae
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NOTES FOR BEGINNERS
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By SKEP.

This is the third season of writing
these notes, so in order to avoid repe-

tition of comments made in previous
years Skep may diverge somewhat

from the usual seasonal comments,
put readers can refer to the previous
two years’ journals. 7

With the approach of spring bee-
keepers have an upsurge of enthusi-

asm which helps to maintain interest

in their work. It is perhaps a mistake
to time one’s work by an ordinary
calendar, far better to work with

Nature, and use seasonal signs such

as the blossom time of various trees.

and shrubs as a guide as to how one’s
hives are progressing and work

accordingly. Even then it depends
largely on what one wishes to attain

how the hives should be managed for

the year. If increase is desired then

the hives should either have ample
stores to build up strong and early
for division during the height of apple
blossom, or be regularly and steadily
fed. If no increase is desired then it

is preferable to retard them some-

what, so that they will arrive at the

strongest possible point right at the

start of the clover flow. To have your

colonies all arrive in this condition at

the right time demands highest skill

and judgment on the part of the bee-

keeper and will ensure a good crop in

almost any season.

NECESSITY OF GOOD QUEENS

If first-class queens are in every

hive this should be_ possible to

achieve. To replace a poor queen with

a good one is very good business, and

could easily mean an extra super of

honey, probably more, paying for the

queen several times over, and saving
the worry of swarming. Hives having
the best queens are those most easily
starved for they exert a tremendous

call on available stores by the large
quantity of brood they are able to

develop, and sometimes their hives

appear to be gathering sufficient, but

one week of bad weather will bring
them to the verge of starvation. If

grubs are noticed being removed on

the entrance board this is a sign that
a hive is right out of stores. .
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FIRST CHECK OVER IN SPRING

September really marks the first

active month for the beekeeper. If

doubt exists as to stores available a

quick check is possible during any
sunny warm days of August, but

during the favourable days of Sep-
tember a thorough check over can be

given. Particular attention should be

paid to any signs of disease, and it is
a good habit to open a few brood cells
while working every colony to make
sure all is in order. Skep has known

beekeepers who rely largely on their
sense of smell to detect foul-brood,
but by the time a colony has reached
a stage where the odour is objection-
able it is far advanced and may have
infested a number of adjacent hives.
Stores are the next important con-

sideration and, always provided care-

ful attention has been paid to ensure

they are saved from _ disease-free
colonies, sealed combs of ‘honey are

the very best way of supplying these.
If combs of honey are unavailable,
heavy sugar syrup should be fed so

that the bees can take it up and store
it quickly. If stimulation to increase
brood rearing is required then a con-

stant and slow feeding of a thinner

Syrup is desirable. An inverted tin

pg
one frame nail hole will give

is.

Nuclei need constant and careful
attention through the spring and

early summer months or they can

easily be lost or so severely retarded
as to be useless for the season. A two

pound syrup tin inverted over the
cluster for six weeks from the begin-
ning of September, filled every week,
will build them up steadily and well.
From mid-October they will probably
require a five pound tin with two

holes every week, and this method of

feeding with a syrup of half sugar
and water is safe, economical, and
sure. Feeding must be regular once

started, and to miss a week may

easily mean the loss of the colony
with consequent waste of all previous
feeding. Over stimulation on the

other hand will build them up _ too

quickly, and to lose swarms is again
a serious waste and loss of effort.

Hives should receive a general over-

haul and levelling up. On light soils

it is easy for bricks on which hives

are placed to be pushed out of level

when hives are carrying a heavy crop
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of honey, and as the weight increases

the position becomes worse until the

hive capsizes, causing considerable

loss.

IMPROVEMENT OF BEE PASTUR-
AGE IN A DISTRICT

If one is young it is possible to

effect some improvement in bee forage
in a district by growing various types
of trees and shrubs, selecting those

which flower at a time most suited
to the needs of the hives, and en-

couraging neighbours to grow them.

The ornamental red gums are very .

easily grown from seed, and flower

and yield profusely right at the close
of the honey flow when a light flow
will greatly help autumn queen rear-

ing and reduce the risk of robbing.
This is a long-term policy, but while

perhaps not financially worth while,
would give one a life-time interest in

a district. Farmers are becoming
conscious of the necessity of prevent-
ing erosion, and are often eager to

fill odd corners of their farms vith

trees, and if beekeepers could en-

courage them to use nectar-bearing
trees a tremendous help could be

given to beekeepers of the future.

ATTENTION TO MATERIAL

FOR THE SEASON

It is wise to estimate the quantity
of extra equipment which will be
needed to run the hives for the

season. Most commercial beekeepers
are rushed with work right through
the summer months, and this is one

of the disadvantages of beekeeping as

an occupation. During lovely suinmer

weather a beekeeper is often too busy
to enjoy it and his slacker time

occurs when weather is anything but

pleasant. Every minute of work tnat

can be put in during winter months

gives extra. time in the summer.

Supers should be painted, frames

nailed up, spare lids and bottom

boards, all should be on hand by
October so that no loss can occur

through lack of available gear. he

foundation, however, should be fitted

as near as possible to the time it is

to be used, as otherwise it becomes

very dry and brittle.
|

If these things are attended to the

bees should be in good order by
November when the danger of swarm-
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ing occurs, and swarm _ contro]
measures have to be taken in many
districts. Shep will deal with these
in the November issue, but thoge
whose bees build up earlier can refer
to earlier articles and time their
cperations according to locality.

A QUESTION

Te) “'Sikep,’’
Dear Sir,—Your ‘‘notes for beginners’’ ip

the ‘‘New Zealand Beekeeper’’ prove Very
interesting.

A question which I would like an answer
to is: ‘‘What causes combs which have some

pollen in and which have been stored oy}
in the open, i.e. in my back yard, to have
the portion, where the pollen has been:
cleaned out cells and all and exposing the
midrib bare just life foundation? There are

many woodlice in my section which is sandy,
- also a fair number of earwigs.

Would the para di chloro benzene’ men.-
tioned in your May notes be an antidote for
these ‘‘beasties?’’

Thanking you in anticipation of an inter.
esting reply.

Yours faithfully.
H.O.B

P.S.: Please also what is the cheapest
way to purchase para di chloro benzene?

In answer to your question I would

say the wee beasties which ate down

your combs on the pollen patches
would be mice. Some beekeepers who
are troubled with pollen clogged
combs welcome the work of the

pollen mite, but these work the pollen
over with no damage to the comb, but
leave behind them a powdery residue.

Many years ago I had an apiary
which appeared to have been robbed
of honey, and I thought someone had

sliced pieces out along the tops of the

combs, it was so cleanly done, but
occasional instances of the same thing
have convinced me it was the work of

mice. In some districts and at some

times mice can assume the _ pro-

portions of a major pest.
Para di chloro benzene can be

bought by the pound at Wilton’s Lid.,
Auckland, whosesale chemists, for

about 4/6 per pound. I believe it is

also obtainable from gas companies.

Remember the beekeeper who told
his wife: “I’ve carried you safely over

all the rough places in life, haven’t 1,
dear?”

His wife: “Yes, and I don’t think

you missed any of them.”

—Beekeepers’Magazine.
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DUNEDIN CONVENTION

sortie cine

Winter Show Week in Dunedin was

the occasion for the usual influx of

country visitors and the usual round

of fixtures for primary producers. Not

the least of these was the Annual

Convention of Otago and Southland

beekeepers held on the evening of 6th
June and the morning and evening of

7th June. There was a good attend-

ance representing most districts south

of the Waitaki and several visitors

from Canterbury were also present.
A widespread fall of snow on 7th and

8th June will be remembered by many
as the cause of some delays on the

homeward journey.
The principal speaker at the Con-

vention was Mr. T. E. Pearson, of

Darfield, who discussed the subject of

queen-rearing. This splendid address,
which. reflected Mr. Pearson’s ex-

tensive experience and his' keen

observation and painstaking methods,
was received with the closest atten-

tion. The selection of a breeder, the

intricate process of raising queens,
and methods of introduction were

covered in detail, and the address was

greatly appreciated by all present. A

short talk was also given by Mr. S.

Line, Apiary Instructor at Invercar-

gill, who dealt with the problem of

feeding and general care, not of the
honeybee, dear reader, but of some-

thing much more important—the bee-

keeper. Mr. Line’s thoughtful and

practical suggestions gave food for

thought to those who wish to consider

their own health in an occupation
which is attended by some unusual
circumstances.

On both evenings a short time was

devoted to the showing of sound films,
and three of these proved to be of

particular interest. They showed the
life histories and habits of three
different insects, the honeybee, the

wasp and the common fly. One friend
and two enemies of mankind.

The morning session was devoted to

the consideration of marketing prob-
lems. Mr. Pearson, as a member of
the Executive, was able to give a clear
and comprehensive picture of the

present situation and there was a full

discussion of the incidence of the seal

levy and of the honey grading system.
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The meeting carried the following two

resolutions :—

1. “That this Convention considers

that there is no justification for the

formation of a- Honey Producer-

Packer Association outside’ the

National Beekeepers’ Association.”
2. “That the Executive’s proposal

for increased prices for high-grade
honey be supported.”

The Convention concluded with a

social evening at which.a brief but

very enjoyable concert programme
was presented by a party from Morn-

ington. Votes of thanks were extended

to the speakers, to Mr. Hendry, who

had operated the film projector, and
©

to the entertainers. The success of

the Convention was due in no small —

measure to the guiding hand of the

Otago Branch President, Mr. T. L.

Jackson, and to the efforts of the

Secretary, Mr. A. F.. Lindsay, whose

well-known tireless energy was again
evident in the organising of the event.

HONEY DISPLAY

Associated with the Convention was
_

the staging of the usual honey exhibit
at the Dunedin Show. The display |
featured live bees in an observation

hive with on the one hand an attrac-

tive range of hive products (honey
and beeswax in their various forms),
and on the other a collection of fruit
and seeds with suitable posters to

indicate the value of efficient pollina-
i

tion by honeybees. Coloured ribbons

leading from the hive to individual

exhibits increased the effectiveness of |
the display.

?

Honey was well to the fore in other

parts of the Show as well. The De-

partment of Agriculture exhibit

included a beekeeping section showing
bees, honey, and a detailed working
model of a commercial honeyhouse.
The six Young Farmers’ Club bays,
representing six different districts,
gave a lavish display of the wealth

of Otago and Southland, and in each

of these bays apiary products were

featured in prominent positions. The

entries in the competitive section for

honey and beeswax were unfortun-

ately small in number but the quality
was of a high order.

Altogether the Dunedin Show pre-
sented a pleasing picture of bees and

honey.
—

|
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A CAREER IN APICULTURE
ctf

ip

A feature of the Department of

Agriculture’s programme for main-

taining a pool of expertly trained

instructional and advisory staff is its

Apiculture Cadet Scheme.

Every year the Department offers a

limited number of cadetships for

competition amongst boys of 16-19

years who have recently left school

or intend leaving that year. Appli-
eants must have the University
Entrance qualifications, and show a

firm interest in a career in this field.

They musi, of course, be of sound

physique and health. Some practical
experience with bees is a_ desirable

qualification, but this is not essential.

Applications are invited in the Press

some time in September.
The selection process is a careful

one. After preliminary selection in

November the applicants who appear
most suitable are employed in the

Apiary Section at the Wallaceville
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Animal Research Station for approxj_
mately two months, being paid at the
rate of £225 per annum. On perform.
ance during this trial period a fina]
selection is made, and _ succegsfy]
cadets then start on a_ full-time
University Course for the Bachelor of
mcience degree.

While at University cadets are

given a bursary which provides, in
addition to payment for University
fees and text books, a cash allowance
of £70 for the University year. This
is increased by £40 if a cadet has to
board away from home. In the
University long vacation cadets work
as directed either with the Depart.
ment or with commercial beekeepers
and on completion of the degree start
a three-year practical training period.
Part of this time is spent with com-
mercial beekeepers and part within
the Department.

Full details of this and other Cadet
Schemes operated by the Department
may be had from the Personnel]
Officer, Department of Agriculture
P.O. Box 3004, Wellington, C.1.

P.O. BOX 28 ::::

NICHOLAS’ HIGH GRADE

COMB FOUNDATION
MANUFACTURED FROM THE FINEST OF PURE

BEES-WAX. .

|

YOUR OWN WAX CONVERTED IF SUPPLIED.

WRITE NOW FOR PARTICULARS.

GOOD STOCKS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY.
:

_T. R. W. NICHOLAS
cs: HAWERA
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FOUL BROOD—FOUL HONEY

en

—<—_

By TI-TREE TONY

The article on advertising and

publicity, which appeared in the May
Journal, gives me an opportunity that

I’ve been waiting on for years. We

talk loud and long about the
attributes of honey (nature’s finest

sweet), and yet by one simple act of

carelessness and stupidity we be-

smirch its character with the vilest

opprobrium. There is a disease of

bees, harmless to humans, known as

Bacillus Larvae, and for the benefit of

all and sundry we have _ translated

this into the common name “foul-
brood’—one of the most hideous

terms ever coined in the English
language. I want to tell you that this

name is the greatest calamity that

has ever befallen the honey industry;
the name is a worse calamity than

the disease. Foul-brood, whether you

like it or not, means foul honey.

Anyone who keeps bees for a few

years becomes so familiar with the
word that it gradually loses its nasty
flavour. For this reason honey pro-
ducers don’t realise how offensive and

revolting it sounds to the housewife

or the man in the street. The average

‘person runs across the term only
occasionally—just often enough to

remind him that the inside of a bee-

hive is liable to be one _ stinking,
rotten mess.

:

Of course they don’t fear the pres-
ence of disease in the honey. Not at

all. They know the Department of

Health will look after that. Even so,

if you think you can convince anyone
that real, nice honey can get past the

putrid stench of foul-brood, then you

have another think coming along.
Don’t imagine, either, that we can

hide this filthy term from the public.
Recently I saw an article for bee-

keepers in the Journal of Agriculture.
The headline fairly shouted its

message across the page—‘FOUL-
BROOD OF BEES AND ITS CON-
TROL.” It is possible that three or

four thousand people would read this

article; what is absolutely certain is

that three or four hundred thousand

would read the headline only. No

doubt they all formed their own

morbid conclusions and turned to the
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next page to try for some wholesome

literature.

Everyone learns a few interesting
things about bees; the stings, the

honeycomb, the queens, the drones.

Eut the one thing they never forget
is that bees are subject to this loath-

some, incurable disease of foul-brood.

That’s about all I have to say. I’ve
used some fancy words in delivering
this outburst, but you’ll find them all

in the dictionary if you look up “foul”
or some of its near. relations.
Wherever that word goes it leaves a

trail of nausea like a bad smell.
Is there anything we can do about

it? I believe we could do something,
and I suggest here and now that we

wipe “foul-brood” from the slate and
start talking about “failing brood.”
We might still use the initials AFB

and EFB.
I said we COULD do something.

But we won’t. I don’t think you will

find a dozen beekeepers in New Zea-

land who will make an effort to give
honey a fair chance by removing this
blot from the industry. Yet they will

move mountains to build an artificial

marketing machine, hoping they can

make somebody turn the handle and
change their produce into money.

Never mind. I feel like I’ve done

my bit anyway.
(Thank you, Tony. We’e doing our bit by

publishing your suggestion, and with suf-

ficient encouragement we are prepared to

go further. How many of our readers, and

now many Branches of our Association, are

willing to boycott the name ‘‘foul-brood’’
and begin using the term ‘‘failimg-brood’’ or

some other inoffensivev alternative ?—
Editor. )

BEES SENT TO BRITAIN

PIONEER CONSIGNMENT

A news item in our May issue

referred to the first consignment of

bees to be sent by air from New Zea-

land to England. This trial shipment
was undertaken by the Government in

response to a suggestion from the

High Commissinoer in London, Mr.
W. J. Jordon, and the queens for the

experiment were supplied by Mr. A.
R. Bates, of Matamata.

FURTHER CONSIGNMENT

Following the success of this trial

shipment a further consignment of
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queens was later sent forward on a

commercial basis.

The following news item is taken

from the
“

Evening Star,” Dunedin:—
: AUCKLAND, May 3.

A B.C.P.A. air liner which left here for

‘Vancouver yesterday carried a batch of bees

to pioneer a new trade between New Zealand

and Britain made possible by the speed of

air travel. In three days’ time the bees will
have a new home in Devon, in time for the

start of the English honey season. .

A trial shipment of New Zealand bees was

flown to England a few weeks ago. They
arrived in such good condition that im-

mediate arrangements were made for the first

commercial consignment. Yesterday’s lot, of

four queens and about 80 workers, was

packed in four small boxes. A _ piece of

candy in each box keeps them nourished.

English honey producers are keen to get
breeder queens from New Zealand’s top

ouality stocks, because honey bees in Britain
and parts of the Continent are subject to

serious diseases, which are not present in

New Zealand.

The Department of Agriculture did all the

research for the experiment. The queens

were reared by Mr. G. E. Gumbrell, of

Geraldine, South Canterbury, and were tested

at the Animal Research Station, Wallaceville,
Wellington.

The first consignment is going to Mr. E

L. B. James, of Leigham Apiary, Marsh

Mills, Devon.

Subsequently Mr. Gumbrell received

the following letter from Mr. James:

Leigham Apiaries,
Marsh Mills,

Devon.
|

22/5/50.
Dear Mr. Gumbrell,

Glad to say all the queens arrived safely
on 5th May and are all safely introduced

and laying well. Will let you know how

they get on.

. . . . We are very busy just now, and

IT have never known so much nectar stored

in May before with the exception of in the

fruit-growing districts of Kent. This is one

of those infrequent season in which Haw-

thorne is yielding heavily; some supers

already being sealed.
'

With kinds regards,
Yours sincerely,

(Signed) EH. L. B. JAMES.

In response to our request Mr.

Gumbrell has kindly supplied the

following particulars:—
“Regulations governing the import

of bees to the United Kingdom are

fairly strict and specimen bees from

the hives concerned had to be sent to

Wallaceville for testing and a cer-

tificate of health obtained. Certain

Customs regulations have also to be

complied with.

“A new type of mailing cage was

used and only 25 nurse bees went with

each queen. The cage itself measures

approximately 6in. x 23in. x 1%in., and
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apparently is very suitable for such g

journey. The bee space is approxj_
mately gin. wide and 1%in. deep ang
runs along one side and one end of
the cage. An ample supply of candy
is carried in the other side and j
available to the bees only through 9

zin. hole. (

“The bees travelled in the pressuy-
ised cabin of the overseas airliner ang
N.A.C. took the bees from Harewoog
to Auckland the evening prior to the
departure of the B.C.P.A. plane from
Auckland.

ei

“Freight charges are high and i¢
the trade is to develop it is essentig]
that some concession be made in thig
respect.

| ad

“Should the experiment be succegg-
ful and a demand: sets up, it will be
essential to take steps to ensure that
quality is kept up. This is where the
newly formed Queen Breeders’ As.
sociation may come in.

“Tt will indeed be interesting to
hear how our stock does in the United
Kingdom.”

WORLD NEWS
<li

AUSTRALIA

The rapid expansion of the honey
industry in Australia during the past
few years, together with the record

production season of 1948-49, has
created an overflow on the _ estab-
lished honey markets. In order to

meet this situation the industry has
commenced a campaign to promote
increased consumption of Australian

honey both at home and abroad. .

Local Market

The Australian Honey Institute was

incorporated as a company in May,
1949, its chief objective being the

publicising and advertising of honey
and other apiary products. The broad

policy of the Institute is laid down
by the Directors who are appointed
through the Apiarists’ Association in

each of the States, and its operations
are carried on by the Manager and

Secretary.
The Institute has the support of all

the State Associations and is financed

by voluntary subscriptions. The aim

is to secure contributions from pro-
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ducers at the rate of one penny per

60lb. tin of honey produced, and it is

considered that if this amount were

forthcoming an effective advertising
scheme could be maintained through-
out Australia.

Although the support given has

feen somewhat disappointing during
the first year it is hoped that pro-

ducers will realise the importance of

the movement and provide sufficient

finance to launch an effective publicity
campaign.

Export Market

The United Kingdom is by far the

most important overseas outlet for

Australian honey and the amount

exported in 1948-49 reached the record

figure of 14,000 tons. The accumula-

tion of stocks on the London market

is causing some concern and the in-

dustry has asked for Government

assistance in developing this market.

On 2nd May, 1950, it was announced

that the Commonwealth Government

had decided to make available a sum

up to £10,000 for the promotion of the

sale of Australian honey in the United

Kingdom by means of a_ publicity
campaign on a £ for £ basis with

money provided by the industry.

CANADA

Figures given in the Canadian Bee

Journal show that the Canadian

honey crop for 1949 is estimated at

33,204,000 pounds (about 15,000 tons),
which is equal to the five year 1940-44

average. This quantity is over three

times the amount normally produced
in New Zealand and the yield of 63

pounds per colony is rather higher
than the New Zealand average.

KENYA

“I am endeavouring to introduce

beekeeping into this country,” writes
Mr. E. P. Townley, Nakuru, Kenya,
“whereit is absolutely unknown. The

wpniy effort to make use of thd
enormous bee population out here is
the native’s barre! hung up in a tree.

With this incredibly primitive method
it is possible to collect over 100lbs. in
a year from a barrel.
“The possibilities are wonderful but

the general population are terrified of
the local bee, which is as quiet as the
quietest Italian if properly handled.”
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GADGETS AND IDEAS
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MAGNET FOR TACKS.

How often have you pricked your

fingers when taking tacks one at a

time from a packet or dish during
the process of wiring frames? ‘Why
not pick them up with a magnet,”
says Mr. W. B. Bray, of Leeston. ‘“‘Dip
the magnet into the packet and then

lay it on the bench. The tacks stand

up in all directions and they can be

taken off individually with no

trouble.” .

-

'TWO-QUEEN HIVE.
'

Another hive that we seem to be

waiting for the other fellow to try
out is the two-queen system where.the
brood nests are located one on each
side of the pile of supers. The main

feature here is that the brood nests

ean be examined without tearing
down the hive. It sounds good and I

suppose I’ll try one before long.
—Ward Smith, in the Beekeeper’s

Magazine.

HAND GRIPS.

In these days of 11-comb hives the

weight to lift is considerable. The
usual recessed hand grips are NOT

deep enough, and I myself make
handles of lin. square wood by nail-

ing a Qin. piece on the side of the

hive, about 2in. from the top, on top
of two supports of same wood so as

to make a bridge about 5 or 6in. wide
that one can grip firmly with all the
hand. An assistant can take one

handle, and the operator the other,
and the weight of the body full of

honey or bees becomes of no account.
The makers will no doubt still issue
the recessed grips, but any beekeeper
can make the roomy grips, that I

advocate, for himself. :

—W. J. Farmer, in the British
Bee Journal.

|

He that will not reason is a bigot;
he that cannot reason is a fool; he
that dare not reason is a slave.

—William Drummond.
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MARKETING TOPICS

An address by Mr. A. C. Bridle, Chairman
of the Honey Marketing Committee, at the

Wellington Conference.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am pleased to have this opportunity to

address your. Conference in the hope that I

may add some useful contribution to the

solution of some of your industry problems,
and at the same time to cover briefly the

activities of the Honey Marketing Com-

mittee and of the Honey Section of the

Marketing Department.
May I, in the first place, suggest to you

that your solutions do not lie in thrashing
the past. You cannot alter past events but

we should all be able to learn from past
mistakes and to profit by them in our future

decisions.
It is your future that you are concerned

wae
and your future problems that we must

solve,

At present, your industry has entrusted

the Marketing Department with the handling
of that produce which is sent in to it on a

voluntary basis. .
honey received are credited to a Honey Pool

Account and other industry receipts are

recorded to the credit of industry accounts.

All payments, advances and bonuses are paid
from these sources. :

The Marketing Department does not con-

trol the local market, but in the handling of

receipts it is assisted and advised by ‘the

Honey Marketing Committee, comprising
three producer members and two Govern-

ment members.

This gives a preponderance of producer
votes, and while legally the Committee is

advisory, in effect it operates as an executive
Committee.

HONEY MARKETING COMMITTEE
Let us now deal with this Honey Market-

ing Committee on which there still appears

misunderstandings. In Dunedin, in 1948, Mr.

areig dealt with the establishment of the

Honey Marketing Committee and its purpose,

and I would suggest to you that this Com-

mittee is but a first endeavour to unify the

views of various sections so that an industry
body can assist and advise the Department
in directing and controlling the marketing of

honey and in determining any matters in

relation to the receipt, storage, blending,
packing and distribution of honey received

by the Department.
This is its main function.

The Committee may make recommenda-

tions to the Minister to improve conditions
between producers and the Department and

to advise on present and future marketing
trends.

;

We have been particularly
such recommendations while

cautious in

watching the

interests of suppliers, that where these

recommendations may conflict with the

interests of the private packer, that such

matters are referred through the National

Beekeepers’ Association.
—

is essential that your Conference
Remits should express the substantial views
of your industry.and such resolutions accept-
able to Government make it possible for

alterations in your marketing set-up to imple-
mént these wishes. I.-would repeat that the

Honey Marketing Committee was brought

All sales proceeds from

entitled to have that
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into being in an endeavour to unify th
divergent views that existed and may gti
exist within the industry. Do not let _
imagine that complete unity within youn
industry is possible, but on _ basic pointe
it should be within your reach to come te
some satisfactory agreement. It Must,alga
be realised that when the Committee wae
first formed the various sections within yous
industry held hard and fast principles and
in order to make progress each group, I a

glad to say, was prepared, in the interest
of all, to concede some of their more fixes
ideas. I would suggest that haste shoul
therefore not be made in _ pressing those
points on which strong grounds of difference
existed, and still exist. If this is done, j;
is possible that the breaches which we are
gradually endeavouring to narrow will be
reopened.

The prime object of the Committee is, gg
already stated, to advise the Department jy
the handling and marketing of produce whieh
is sent in to it on a voluntary basis.

I will, therefore, deal briefly with two
points which are still causing some concery
and on which wide difference of opinions
existed.

The Revulations, however, can be
amended to meet the substantial views of
the industry.

NOMINATION QUALIFICATIONS FOR
. COMMITTEE.

;

The Honey Marketing Committee advises
the Department in. the handling and market.
ing of honey sent into the Pool on a

voluntary basis... With this duty the supplierg
should, I suggest, have the substantial vote,
as one would expect private packers to main-
tain a substantial vote in any organisation
established primarily for their own purpose,
The voting qualifications and qualifications
for nomination are obviously not beyond the
reach of any producer to attain. These quali-
fications are based on supply to the Division.

I believe it is true that the supply of

quantity and quality honey to the local trade
is the responsibility of the industry as a

whole and not that of the suppliers to the
Pool in particular. It is also true that most

beekeepers who supply honey to the Pool
have made local sales and where these local
sale contacts have been discontinued then

those beekeepers have thrown their lot into
an industry marketing organisation and are

trade which they
previously enjoyed retained by their market-

ing organisation, and to supply such trade

by the delivery of the Pool’s quality Honeyco
pack. Nevertheless, although there have been

repeated requests for Honeyco (I _ believe
that we could release 400-500 tons to the

local trade without difficulty) the Committee

have decided to concentrate on export.
The New Zealand local market price: is

dependent upon supply and although your.
local market is your main outlet, export is

essential to avoid a glutted local market. I

would suggest, therefore, that as the Com-

mittee is dealing with voluntary supplies, it

is reasonable to allow suppliers to advise in

the handling of their own produce, provided
their actions do not materially affect those

of local packers. In straight-out competition
the quality of honey will tell, and the local

packer (and there must be a place for the

local beekeepers who put up a local quality
pack under any marketing scheme) who

supplies quality, should have no undue con-
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cern regarding the possible competitionof a

quality Honeyco brand in the packer’s own

gelling area. It is, however, only too true

that many beekeepers have packed much

poor quality honey while honey has been in

short supply.

FRANCHISE

The question of restricted voting qualifica-
tions for the local packer who only purchases
seals still causes concern, but here again the

Committee’s prime duty is the sale and

disposal of the honey sent into the Pool on

a voluntary basis.

that it is reasonable that suppliers should

protect their interests in voting qualifications
under such conditions.

In the original calculation

in mind that the

showed:
7,236 beekeepers
6.6% produced 74% of production.
2.1% produced approx. 50% of production.
We have endeavoured to weigh votes,

therefore:
80% for suppliers.
20% for seals purchasers,

1949-50 POLICY.
~The policy outlined has been formulated

with the advice and help of the producer
members of the Committee. This policy has

been clearly set out for the advance informa-

tion of the industry as under:—
1. The operation of a Pool Account.
2. (a) To maintain within New Zealand

a standard pack or packs. netting
maximum prices.

(b) To encourage the sale of honey
and to place no obstruction in the

way of private producer-packers.
(c) To ensure the use of honey seals,

the proceeds from which to be used
in assisting towards equalisation of
returns to producers.

3. To maintain and develop our export
market.

4, To maintain close liaison between the

Marketing Committee, the Market-

ing Department, and producers.
1. Realising the importance of an export

market your Committe has concentrated on

the re-supply of honey to England to re-

establish your ‘‘Imperial Bee’’ sales and

therefore little honey has been supplied to

the local market; that supplied chiefly being
manufacturing honey or priority supplies to

hospitals and military forces.

(a) Endeavours have been made to en-

courage the sale of honey to manu-

facturers.

We have assisted beekeepers with experi-
ments, both local and export, of comb honey
packs and we have made arrangements with

a provrietary firm for the sale of a Manuka

honey pack, specially treated. Enquiries are

being made into the possibility of some of

our lower grades being sold in England. We

are not over-optimistic in this respect.

(b) We have implemented Conference
remit in the enforcement of the

Seals Regulations, and a good cover-

age is obtained from the Depart-

it was borne

1947 Apiary statistics

ment’s various Branch officers

throughout New Zealand.

2. IT am aware of the views of certain

beekeepers against the seals contribution, but

it cannot be denied that except in a few

eases the ready sale of their local pack is

dependent on the overall New Zealand supply.
Without the removal of surpluses from the

I would again suggest
—
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New Zealand market, the present local
market prices would, in most cases, not be
ebtained by the private packer. The private
packers’ returns can be higher than the

price paid to the supplier. to the Division

only if he can sell direct, quantities of his

pack, but these returns would be _ lower,
under present conditions, than the present
figure if no supplies were sent to the

Division and exports not maintained. I con-

tend that the private packers’ contribution,
therefore, is towards an organisation which

makes his local market possibleand profit-
able, and I believe that this contribution is

essential to any marketing scheme. This posi-
tion was appreciated by honey organisations
prior to the inception of the Marketing
Department in 1938,

The seals levy, as outlined in the 1950

policy, is to. be used to endeavour to equalisesuppliers’ returns with those of the private
packer and whilst this may not be fully
achieved it can assist materially towards this
objective.

SEALS FUND

The seals fund stands at £22,000 as at
80th September, 1949, and could be also used
for advertising if necessary. Whilst honey is
not supplied to the Pool, then obviously
direct Selling is reasonablyeasy and adver-

tising is hardly justified. It cannot be denied
that the best advertising is the supply to

the,consumer of a quality pack, but duringthe’ past few years while sugar and jams
were in short supply, quality was not closely
observed and this may now react to the

detriment of the private packer by strong
consumer, retailer and wholesaler resistance.
Some of the honey sold has been of a very
inferior grade and these ‘‘get rich quick’*
methods are most undesirable from a market

ing point of view.

3. To maintain and develop an

market.

With export as a priority, we will have at

least 300 tons of ‘‘Imperial Bee’’ honey for
export this year and probably more.

Last year we shipped only 387 tons of

‘‘Imperial Bee’’ brand but your Committee
did endeavour to establish on the English
market a light amber pack to sell in con-

junction with our ‘‘Imperial Bee’’ brand.

Approximately 110 tons was exported and

it is to be sold as New Zealand Light Amber

Honevco honey.
I am sure that you all will readily agree

that the irregular exports over the past yearseould not be continued if ‘‘Imperial Bee’’ is

to retain its place on the English market.

The approximate quantities of New Zea-

land honey exported to U.K. are as under :—

export

tons tons

DOSS 22 bees call CO 1944. 2... Ao

wee. «es ETD 1945s" 5 65

1940.6... 899 1946 6 26

OAL cen OGD OAT ee 31

1942. ...

= 1948.5 oe LT

O43. 4 oss

— 1949 .. 146

1950... i424. -:850

It may be of interest to you to learn that
the total imports into U.K. were:

tons

1945 4,785
1946 1,881
1947 8,727
1948

seas1949).
Rae

01

OOO oaks 2845to the end April,
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and prior to 1988 the tonnage varied from:

1,908 tons in 1934
to 3,629 tons in 1938

The percentage of imports from New Zea-

land which during the period 1926-1930

represented 16.5% of the total of U.K.

imports fell to 19% for the period 1934-38

and then to .86% for the period 1945-49. In
addition during this latter period it must be

appreciated that the total tonnage of imports
excluded honey of North America and

Canada.
During the period 1926-1930 imports into

the U.K. were represented on a percentage
basis .asi-—

New Zealand ws 16.5%
British West Indie 18.0%

Canada es ae 9.3%
SEMA

Sin

SSG tie ek 2.2%
Other British Countries ue

——— 47.1%
Inited States of America 24.6%

Chile 5s Pe Nace Me vated Sed Wy 6.2%
Cuba | oer (Se 7.9%
PGR lnk RON Sag Os ame 6.1%
BPYance  ...pererety wef

4 we 8%
Other countries <0 .. 7.5%

52.9%
New Zealand must, therefore, supply regu-

lar quantities or lose this export market.

Although our target of 500 tons will not be

reached we will have made a_ worthwhile
contribution towards retrieving the position.

The loss of exchange credits reduced our

London returns. Prices were pegged until

5th April, 1950, when controls were lifted in

England. With increases in costs our retail

prices have been stepped up to compensate
your Pool returns. At present the returns

equals 10d. to 103d. per lb. in New Zealand.

Endeavours are being made to re-establish

our Eastern trade.
4, To maintain a close liaison between the

Marketing Committee, the Marketing
Department and producers.

We have endeavoured to do this by
periodic visits by producer members of the

Committee, and officers from our various

Branches have also made personal contacts

with beekeepers, with, I believe, worth-while

results.
In addition, your Committee:

(a) Has assisted the National Bee-

keepers’ Association in the restric-

tion on the imports of beeswax.

(b) It has worked towards the elimina-

tion of the export of low and

inferior food parcel packs. These

can only detrimentally affect the

name which New Zealand honey has

achieved overseas.

HONEY SECTION
Over the last few years the Honey Section

has received irregular supplies and it has

not been possible to keep regular staff on

this account. You have lost the services of

Mr. Woodford and Mr. Stoupe and_ the

Section work has been handled this season

by temporary staff.

The blending has been attended to by an

officer whose work has been highly com-

mended.
In our endeavours to make closer contact

with producers, we are endéavouring' to

establish a closer contact with beekeepers
through our officers in Dunedin, Christchurch,
Nelson, Hastings, Gisborne, Auckland and

our Heed Office, Wellington. I believe that

this is a correct procedure and I trust

that beekeepers are finding this to their

advantage.
The receipts to 26th June amounted to

ugust,195)
531 tons of honey, but with honey await
shipment and in transit our receipts shoul,
exceed the 635 ton mark. Of the quantity443 tons was secured from the North Isla Ai192 tons was secured from the South TslagelThe average grading of receipts to 26thJune was 85.769 points against 79 points ¢
last year.

Ma

The receipts of honey reeeived in th
blending depot have been analysed to ants
the end of May but even these partial recej
figures will be of interest. By

ing

diene fedOREistric ecei
Auckland ou ee ae wove
Hamilton =e Ns cae 174
Tauranga bee! oa 61°45
Hastings A 5
Palmerston North 4.

Hawera 4 27

North Island total .. oe 398

Nelson and Greymouth os 30
Christchurch ... ae Ete g

Oamaru .. a cS. aes 14

Invercargill EY ot ots 23

South Island totals .. is 15

Total Analysed A 3 A73
The amount of honey received to 26th

June amounted to 531 tons of which 206
tons has already been exported, 6 tong
nacked and sold to priority orders in New
Zealand, with straight line sales of 40 mainly
io manufacturers.

The total seals revenue collected to 26th
June amounted to £6,822, representing 1,483
tons of heney, against £5,400 collected for
all of the 1949 season and £3,850 for the
1948 season. :

The highest previous collection was an

amount of £5,289 collected in 1941.

LOW,GRADES
Beexeepers have been advised that unblend-

able lines such as Manuka and. Strong Birch
are not acceptable by the Pool, but will be

received as straight line purchases.
The price offered is reasonable and no

beekeepers have so far refused our offers.

LARGE LINE BONUS.

The payment of this bonus leaves much to

be desired and this aspect will be reviewed
before next season’s operations.

No organisation can be maintained without

supply and in the past this has been deter-
mined by relative financial returns from the

local market or from the Pool Account.
It is difficult to weigh present returns

against the average returns over a number

of years and yet I believe that it is unwise

to endeavour to continue a policy of en-

couraging supplies unless it produces’ the

quality of honey required. The Pool also

cannot be maintained as an outlet for only
those grades that cannot. be readily sold

by beekeepers direct to the local market. In

other words it cannot be a dumping ground
for otherwise unsaleable lines.

An answer must, however, be found, as the

industry has agreed that organised marketing
must be retained. With this desire must

come a willingness to make it effective and
a contribution towards the scheme in some

form or other.

In conclusion, may I extend my sincere
thanks to all members of my Committee who

have so willingly assisted me and helped the
Department in its work.
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GRANULATION
tii.

_—

Honey varies greatly according to

the nectar from which it is derived,
and very few honeys will remain in

, liquid condition for any length of

time. The floral source of honey not

only has a definite bearing on the

time taken to granulate, but also on

the Smoothness of the grain. It can

generally be accepted that honeys |

which granulate very quickly will

have a comparatively smooth grain,
and those which take a considerable

time will have a coarse grain. Honeys
from pohutukawa and rata come into

the first group; most other honeys
take longer to granulate, and if left

untouched, may granulate with coarse

crystals. For many years it has been

known that beekeepers can remedy
this drawback of coarse-grained honey
if they are prepared to undertake the

adding of a small amount of starter

poney,stirring, and temperature con-

ro
The temperature of the aay

should be about 75 degrees F. before
|

the starter honey is added. Tempera-
tures above this level are liable to

melt the very fine crystals in the

starter honey.
The starter honey’ has to be

thoroughly mixed into the liquid
honey. This is done by stirring with-

out incorporating any air bubbles.

The proportion of starter hone

added is generally from 5 to 10 per
cent. of the bulk. More starter will

hasten granulation, provided tempera-
tures are right.

Once starter has been thoroughly
incorporated throughout the honey,
packing can begin.

After packing,
subjected to a temperature of approxi-
mately 57 degrees for about 4 days.
(This applies.more to summer pack-
ing when air temperatures are well

above 57 degrees, and cooling rooms

are necessary only for these periods.)
Toward late autumn, and winter

when evenings are cooler, stirring can

be carried on a little longer, and after

packing, the honey will be found to

set firm in a few days.

—IF rom an article by C. R. Paterson;
in the Journal of Agriculture.

frames.

honey should be
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TEMPERAMENT IN BEES"
<i.

=<

There are a few rules as to pro-
cedure which the young beekeeper
should follow closely in order to con-

trol the average colony of bees.
;

First of all, before opening up the

hive, the bees at the hive entrance

must be given a’ few puffs of smoke.
The guard bees are posted at the

entrance and it is necessary that they
should be temporarily subdued. Then

the hive cover should be carefully
lifted a few inches and a light smok-
ing applied over the tops of the

The cover may now be com-

pletely removed and the manipulation
of the frames commenced, a little

smoke being applied now and again
as required to keap the bees down in

the hive, particularly those gain

a tendency to become excited.

Temperamental Colonies Should—
Be Requeened.

A young beekeeper recently wrote

to the Department stating that al-

though he was carefully observing
these recommendations, much trouble

was being experienced, the bees

attacking him during any attempt to

manipulate the hive. It was evident

from the particulars given that the

colonies being operated were rather

“temperamental”. and he was in-

formed that, in order to overcome this

difficulty, arrangements should be

made to requeen with young Italian

queen bees secured from a reliable

queen bee-breeder. Nothing is more

discouraging to the young. beekeeper
than to find that he has to deal with

temperamental bees. His first impres-
sion, usually, is that all bees have this

characteristic,which, of course, is far

from being the case.

Closer observation will always dis-
close that there is some difference in

temperament and other character-

istics between any one colony of bees

and others; actually this fact makes

for added interest in the apiary work.

Whilst the average colony can be

handled without any thought of it

becoming really hostile, any bee-
-

farmer may find an odd colony which,
through a change in breeding, has
developed a temperament which

makes the manipulation of this hive

a rather uncomfortable business. Such

stocks are, or should be, promptly
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requeened, not only because of the

difficulty of handling this colony, but

also to prevent dissemination of the

trouble through the apiary.

Factors. Which Influence Colony
Temperament

Apart from this inherent occasional

tendency to become hostile, there are

other conditions which at times influ-

ence the temperament of bees. For

instance, during honey flows from

certain species of flora, such as orange
trees and, in some cases, ti-trees, bees

which are generally of a quiet nature

may for the time being become quite
temperamental and difficult to control.

Then occasionally robbing raids, or

certain odours, may cause them to

adopt a hostile attitude. A young bee-

keeper recently found that cotton
waste which had been previously
dipped in kerosene and used in clean-

ing work caused trouble. -Body odours

arising from perspiration may be
resented on occasions; also dark,
woolly clothing and, in some _in-

stances, the type of hat worn may
cause some hostility. The experienced
beefarmer will certainly guard against
ofiending in this way.

Hostile Bees Are Not the Best

Honey Producers

Occasionally we hear a_ beekeeper
express the opinion that

“

tempera-
mental” bees are the best honey
gatherers. However, this does not

work out in general practice. Even if

they were, the average beekeeper
would prefer to produce a little less

honey per hive than put up with the

discomfort, and the loss of interest in
his work which would surely affect

apiary management.
The idea that temperamental bees

were the best honey gatherers was

responsible, in earlier days, for im-

portations of Cyprian bees. Fortun-

ately, the idea did not prevail and
efforts were made to eliminate the
breed. However, it is quite possible
that some Cyprian blood still exists
in odd colonies in some apiaries, and
as breeding from the drone side can-

not be altogether controlled, some

trouble from this source may be ex-

pected to arise occasionally in some

apiaries. |

oo W. A. Goodacre in N.S.W.

Agricultural Gazette.

August, 1956
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HONEY CLARIT

<i

ee
-

In any program for honey improve.
ment, clarity. should have a more jy.
portant place than is usually given
to. it. This is not because clarity jg
a new thing, for the bees knew how
to store the honey in the cells with
almost perfect clarity many ages age
and they still do in most honeys. Any
loss of clarity is usually caused by
microscopic particles, usually wax, in-
duced into it during extracting angq
processing. A slight cloudiness is not
a characteristic of honey as is gener.

ally supposed.
Dr. Beck once stated that liquid

honey was harmed somewhat during
extraction, and if a person wanted to

get it in the most perfect and health-
ful condition, he should mash the
combs and collect the honey in that
way. He did not say anything about
clarity, but that is the easiest way at

present to get clear honey. This is g

somewhat messy method and _ im-

practical commercially, but it makes y

worthwhile experiment.
All that is necessary is to cut or

mash combs so that the desired
amount of honey can drain from

them, or this honey could be drained
from cappings if a cold knife is used
to do the uncapping. Care must be
taken that there be no undue agita-
tion or heat during the cutting or

draining. This sample is then kept in
a warm place of about 90 degrees
Fahrenheit for two or three days at

the end of which time it should be so
clear that a hair can be seen through
a one pound jar of said honey. My
result on this experiment was a

product much clearer than that pro-
duced by any commercial means in-

cluding filtering.
I had honey clarity first brought to

my attention by Mr. R. G. Richmond
when he was apiary inspector of

Colorado. At that time capping
melters were criticised because those

then in use darkened honey consider-

ably. He said that was true, but that

they also made the honey cloudy by
homogenizing a small amount of the

wax. This can be proven easily and

is well known now. There is another

important item doing the same thing
and few have suspected it. This 1s

the hot uncapping knife. In searching
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for the source of the cloudiness in

capping honey, I took different

samples drained slowly from cappings
ut by a hot knife and those from a

cold knife. At any time after the

samples were collected the difference

was evident and after settling in a

warm place a couple of days it was

pronounced.
It seems that strong agitation while

wax is present will also cause cloudi-

ness. For this reason, high speed
yotary uncappers like a wire brush
also cause this trouble. No present
practical uncapper is known that does

not cause this damage.
Bubbles are usually blamed too, but

in my experience they caused less
damage to clarity than is generally
supposed. It would be more accurate

to say it is a more temporary handi-

cap. I took a sample of clear honey
and beat it up with an egg beater

until it was white and then beat it

some more.

days in a warm place and outside of

the ugly froth on top it practically
regained its original clarity and it

was one of those samples of excep-
tional clarity.

It was settled several
|
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It would be nice to be able to offer
a solution to this subject. I have been

working on it more or less since 1939

except for a recess during the war,
but wax homogenization by the cap-

ping device is a stumper.

The regular advice given will help
some. Just plain cleanliness is im-

portant. Anything that will make

water look muddy will make honey
muddy. It is important to remove all

wax by settling or straining before

honey is heated enough to melt the

wax. This is a reason why the packer
wants to buy clean honey. It is prob-
ably granulated before he gets it and

he must melt the wax while reducing
the granulation thus incorporating a

part of the wax in the honey.

Maybe some day we will learn how
to take as good care of the honey as

the bees.

—-V. C. Culhane in Modern
-

Beekeeping.

J. H. Jowett: The real measure of

our wealth is how much we should be

worth if we lost our money.

BEEKEEPERS’ SUPPLIES

COMB FOUNDATION.

There is no need to send your beeswax a long distance

for sale or conversion. Have it attended to in your own

district. Genuine ROOT machines used in conversion of

beeswax to foundation. Please send your beeswaxalong

early to avoid the last minute rush.

Enquiries and inspection invited.

avoid the last minute rush.

BEE WOODWARE.

I can supply any quantity of Bee Woodware, to prepare

for the coming season. Beekeepers who have already decided

on their requirements are advised to ORDER EARLY and

Enquiries and Price List, from:

A. B. TURNER
TE RAPA, R.D., FRANKTON
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CORRESPONDENCE
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The Editor.
Dear Sir,

Preliminary reports of Conference show

that the beekeepers have begun to return to

the policy advocated in 1944 and which some

of us believe is still the only wise one. After

persuasion and intimidation from self-styled
leaders to follow their path, it turns out

that we have been led in a circle back to

where we started out seven years ago. It

is to be hoped that some lessons have been

learned from this excursion into the land of

the planners and organisers.
Emphasis is again being placed on the

value of the export market. Provided that

payment for honey is pro rata, according to

grade, this is a step in the right direction.

‘There is still an urgent need to give more

information on the financial returns from

this market, before the future of the seal

levy can be properly decided.

When the real. worth of the export market

is known, the value or otherwise of the

Auckland depot for local packing can be

determined.
From: a Ministerial statement on 21st July

it appears that the franchise for the election

of producer representatives is to be extended.

Beekeepers will now .be encouraged to show

an interest in the election of their repre-

sentatives to their Statutory Board and this

encouragement should bring a better under-

standing of their common problems. While

there will be little sympathy for those few

larger producers who have tried to secure

influence under a _ limited franchise, the

problems. of the larger producers must not

be overlooked. The possibility of their having
an unmanageable marketing problem in years

of heavy production is the same. problem
that will face smaller producers in the same

years,
Packing in Auckland for the local market

involves heavy transport and other costs -that

may prove less economic than following the

export policy, even if this latter policy
involves the continuance of the seal levy.
Patience in continuing to support this levy
which Conference has again approved, should

be exercised until the real value of export
policy can be assessed. Remember. that 1000 .

_tons ‘were supplied: before the war on a

pro rata payment on grade, without a seal

levy as. it applies to-day. But also remember.

that the same thing was achieved at the

end of the twenties but the market col-

lapsed.:: Then there were no reserves.

Beekeepers have a fairly good market from

which to secure an adequate living. By pro-
-

ducing a better pack.they will hold their

market. ‘‘Hasten slowly’’ and ‘‘Patience is

a virtue’’ are wise sayings to bear in mind,
while we marshal information to guide us in

making decisions for the future.
It is said that the onlooker sees most of

the game. If I am more of an onlooker at

present, I have not lost any of my interest
‘in this willing game.

W. J. LENNON.
207 Victoria Street, Hastings.

The Editor,
Dear -« Sir,—In view of the confugion

(fostered mainly by a propaganda of half

truths and a distortion of facts) that exists
. Inthe minds. of: a number -.of - beekeepers

‘on this important matter.

market,

August, 1959

regarding the origin and purpose of th‘‘seal levy,’’ kindly allow me _ space
,°

briefly repeat the substance of the explans-
tion I was requested to make to Conferenes

Past experience of the hone indus
has proved that -no producer ”aah
organisation can survive under conditions
unrestricted competitive selling by individy l
producers who contribute nothing. to th,
organisation that exists solely for the pur.
pose of establishing marketing stability ay
a payable price level to producers,

Whilst recognising the vital necessity f
organised marketing, beekeepers have never
been sympathetic towards any scheme fe
compulsion to supply the whole of the;
crop to the organisation. This was veh
plainly demonstrated at the conference of
beekeepers in Wellington about 1932 to eon.
sider the formation of another producep
marketing company, following on the ¢).
lapse of the H.P.A. At this meeting I
advanced the proposal of the 4d per Ib. sea]
levy. obligation to apply to all honey which

producer shareholders chose to retain ang
sell through the usual trade channels, The
necessity for this seal levy fund. wag
clearly understood by all producers. It Was
to be used by. the Company to establish
an equalisation fund from which. the Com.
pany could draw upon to assist the pay-out
to suppliers and thus ensure a return to
them that would compare favourably with
that of non-suppliers. This policy operated
during the entire period of the Company’s
four years of existence. It can be truly saiq
that this seal levy obligation was a vita]
and integral part of the Company’s struc.
ture. The Company. however, had ino contro]
over the operations of non-shareholders’ who
were of course free to sell their honey
without either a seal levy charge or share
capital obligation. This undermining factor
had the obvious weakening effect -on the
position of the Company, and ‘was. one
reason for the Company going into liquida-
tion and disposing of its assets to the
Internal Marketing Division. The seal levy
obligation then became applicable to all non-
suppliers and the I.M.D. continued the same

policy as that practised by N.Z. Honey Ltd.,
as far as the collection and purpose of thé
seal levy money was concerned. In 1938

(shortly after the I.M.D. took over) the
both overseas and local, was

threatened with a glut that would tax the

strength of the organisation to dispose ‘of
honey at a payable price to producers. ‘The
Industry displayed considerable anxiety over
the position and naturally looked to the

Honey Board which served in an _ official

alvisory capacity to the Government, to

provide-an answer to the problem.
It was under these circumstances that in

the course of my address as chairman of the

Board to the 1938 Beekeepers’ Conference

IT said that the seal. levy would be used

‘‘mainly for advertising.’’ Phe: |

In view of the use to which the seal levy
fund had been applied by the producers’
own Company during its entire period of

existence and the recognised necessity for

that policy ‘to continue, it seems incredible

that anyone at that conference could possibly
interpret my» words ‘‘mainly for advertis-

ing’’ in regard to seal levy money as a

binding policy for all time covering the dis-

posal of seal levy money. War-time con-

ditions that. developed twelve. months. later
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completely altered the marketing position.

floney quickly became a commodity in short
supply and the necessity for an advertising

yvampaign no longer existed. The seal levy

fund was then free to be used for the pur-

pose it had all along been applied to,
namely, to stabilise the pay-out to suppliers
at a level comparable to that obtained by

pon-suppliers.
The alternative to the seal levy would ke

for the Government to subsidise the pay-out
to suppliers of the organisation.
dustry, however, has never put forward such

4» proposal. and we have good reason for

pelieving that neither the late Government

por the present one ‘would favourably con-

gider subsidising the pay-out to honey sup-

pliers of the Marketing Department.
Yours faithfully,

WALLACH NELSON.

TESTS OF NOSEMA
‘REMEDIES

By P. H. HALLER

(An Abstract by P. S. Milne published
in

“
The Bee World ”’).

For some time constant attention

has been paid to the testing of so-

called Nosema remedies. Some 48

substances, including a number useful

against protozoal diseases of animals

by a firm of chemists in an attempt
to find something suited to the con-

ditions obtaining in the honeybee and

m the ecclony, were tested by R.

Lotmar. The results are not yet
published but are summarized here.

Not one of these substances was cap-
able of preventing complete infection

of the mid-gut by Nosema at any
dosage which was harmless to the

bee. Further lines of work suggested
by these experiments are, however,
being followed up.

A detailed account is given of

tests with three materials—Sporobon,
Bienol, and colloidal sulphur. Sporo-

on and Bienol are _ proprietary
breparations issued, with instructions

or their use, as_ specific remedies
i

Two samples of

porobon were found to contain hydro-
gen peroxide, alcohol, camphor and

a third sample contained

peroxide, alcohol, ethyl
Bienol is stated

by the makers to contain
“

physio-
ogical salts, plant nutrients and

ihyme.”’Tests were made with bees

nh cages, using about 50 bees per

"he ste@e**.

and man, and other specially prepared |

cage, from Nosema-free colonies, at

30 degrees C. (86 degrees F.). The

bees were fed with syrup containing
the required concentration of the
material to be tested. Nosema spores

suspended in syrup were fed to the
bees either before, concurrently with,
or after the first feeding with the

Syrup containing the test material.
None of the three materials had any
detectable inhibitory influence on the

development of Nosema infection. In
one experiment newly emerged
marked bees were added to the cage

containing infected bees, and feeding
with Sporobon was started at the
same time; Sporobon did not prevent
the spread of Nosema to the young
bees. In another experiment the mid-

guts of bees from a previous experi-
ment, in which Sporobon had been

fed, were used as the source of in-

fection: they proved just as infective
as the mid-guts from untreated
Nosema bees.

Hydrogen peroxide has been men-

tioned in earlier papers on Nosema
as a substance which causes. the

extrusion of the polar thread from the

Nosema spore and also the germina-
tion of the spore. Gontarski -& Seek
stated that hydrogen peroxide wis

giving promising results against
Nosema by causing the extrusion of
the polar threads and the premature
germination of the spores, thus ren-

dering the latter non-infective. In a

later paper, however, Gontarski con-

cluded that hydrogen peroxide fed at

the necessary concentration is harmful
to bees. Confirmation of this property
of hydrogen peroxide was not

obtained during the experiments at

Liebefeld; the results show that the
decisive factor in the extrusion of the

polar thread was the degree of ripe-
ness of the spore. If the spore is at

the proper stage of ripeness the polar
thread is extruded just as easily in

water as in hydrogen peroxide,
whereas if the spore has not reached
this stage, or has passed it, then even

hydrogen peroxide does not help.
The chemo-therapeutic treatment of

Nosema still remains an _ unsolved

problem.

Let us not pray for a light burden,

bet
a strong back.—Theodore Roose-

velt.
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LIDS complete, ready for use. 7/6 each.

BOTTOM BOARDS, reversible. 4/- each.

FRAMES. Hoffman. 28/6 per 100.

Simplicity. 1 1/16in. T.B.

' Simplicit a ie

METAL REBATES. 1/- per dozen.

metal rebates.

Reynolds chain drive.

All supplies carry money-back guarantee.
Terms cash with order.

KINTAIL APIARIES

SUPERS in flat including metal rebates. 4/9 each.

25/- per 100; 1000’s 24/- per 100.

24/- per 100; 1000’s 23/- per 100.

Special line for commercial beekeepers buying supers in bulk—3/9 each, with or without

Honey Agitator with 3 blades and can be moved from one tank to the next, driven by
Price £22/10/- F.O.R.

CARTON REAMERS, 2lb. size, 20/-; 1lb. size,

All prices F.O.R. Dannevirke.

DUDLEY WARD

a,

15/-.

DANNEVIRKE

THE WASP THREAT

Bn

ir

ALEXANDRA, Aug. 1.

Wasps may soon invade the South
Island. This was forecast by Mr. W
T. Goodwin, assistant director of the

Horticulture Division, when speaking
on plant quarantine at the annual

conference of the Otago Fruitgrowers’
Association here to-day.

“My department suspects that

insect pests are coming to _ this

country by plane,’”?Mr. Goodwin said.

“We think that the wasps which

recently spread through the North
Island came in by plane, and it will

not be long before you get them in

the South Island.”
Mr. Goodwin added that fumigation

apparatus was being installed at all

ports, and to a lesser extent at aero-

dromes.
|

—‘Otago Daily Times.”’

The secret of patience is doing
something else in the meanwhile.—
The Sun Dial.

STRONG FLAVOUR

A questioner at Conference inquired
whether any progress had been made
in treating strong-flavoured honey to
make it more suitable for marketing.

Mr. W. Nelson explained that while
such honey could be treated with
some degree of success, it was found
that the natural characteristics of the
honey were impaired during the pro-
cess. In addition there was a con-

siderable loss of weight in the honey
so treated. At present the expense
involved in securing the necessary
plant is considered to be unjustified.

BRIGHT IDEA
<i.

—

A bee-man from the deep south

suggests a little more initiative in
the designing of honey labels. To give
an example, somebody should make a

picture of a graceful bird on the wing,
and below this picture he should print
the pithy legend: “Swallow Honey—
why not!”

available for disposal:

We are cash buyers of PURE CLEAN BEESWAX at best

market price. Write to us stating the quantity that you have

Cc. O. PRODUCTS LTD.
Box 11. Wellington South, S.1. Telephone 24-541.



REPLIES TO CONFERENCE
—_<____—__

Office of the Minister of Agriculture,
Wellington, N.Z.,

8rd August, 1950.

ghe General Secretary,
National Beekeepers’ Assn. of N.Z., Inc.,

p.O. Box 19,

DISEASE CONTROL.

Dear Sir,—I have received your letter of

12th July, 1950, conveying certain resolu:

tions passed at the recent Annual Conference

of your Association.

(1) ‘‘That the Apiaries Act be amended so

as to give the Agricultural Depart-
ment’s permanent Apiary Instructors

power to destroy grossly neglected
apiaries on the outbreak of disease.’’

Departmental Apiary Instructors have

power under Section 9 Sub-section ¢ of the

Apiaries Act, 1927, to destroy grossly
neglected apiaries when disease is found

so no amendment to the Act is necessary. |
(2) ‘‘That for the purpose of eradicating

disease (foul-brood) a recommendation
be made for Apiary Instructors to con-

centrate on comprehensive Apiary
Inspection, and to devote less time on

instruction in the field.’’
Apiary Instructors have a wide range of

instructional and inspectional duties but
are to concentrate on Apiary Inspection
duties during the breeding season’ from

August to March. Experience has shown that

the previous practice of shaking to control

foul-brood in certain circumstances has not

reduced incidence of this disease in New

Zealand much below 2%. In future _ bee-

keepers will, therefore, be required to

destroy any diseased bees and bee-combs
found by Inspectors and thoroughly to

sterilise the remaining hive equipment by
approved methods. By this procedure it is

hoped eventually to eradicate foul-brood

in all settled beekeeping districts. ;

(3) ‘‘That a larger amount of finance be

made available for part-time Apiary
Inspection.’’

Last year there was an expenditure of

£789 for part-time apiary inspection. This

year a sum of £1,000 has been provided on

the Estimates for inspection and control

of bee diseases and a start has already beer

made to organise the work for the coming
inspection season.

* “Yours faithfully,
(Signed) K. J. HOLYOAKE,

Minister of Agriculture.

BEE IMPORTATIONS

Office of the Minister of Agriculture
Wellington,

1st August, 1950.

The General Secretary,
National Beekeepers’ Assn. of N.Z., Inc.,
FOXTON.

Dear Sir,—I have received your letter of

12th July conveying the following resolution
passed at the recent Annual Conference of

your Association :—
‘*That representations be made to _ the

Minister of Agriculture with a view to

having regulations enacted to ensure that

only Italian bees from reputable overseas

breeders shall be imperted and importations
to be made only by the Department.’’

THE N.Z. BEEKEEPER
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‘This remit to be made effective necessi-
tates an amendment to the Apiaries Act,
1927, and this could not be done during the
current session. I am, therefore, obtaining
a report from my departmental officers re-

garding the desirability of restricting im-
portations of all bees other than strains of
Italian bees.

The Department now undertakes a strict
supervision over the importation of bees in
order to protect beekeeping in New Zealand
against the possible introduction of bee
diseases. However, I do not consider it

desirable for the Department to undertake
importations of bee-stocks on behalf of pro-
ducers as this work is more suitably done by
commercial queen breeders.

Yours faithfully,
: (Signed) K. J. HOLYOAKE,

Minister of Agriculture.

GALVANISED FLAT IRON

Office of the Building Controller,
Wellington,

3rd August, 1950.
The General Secretary,
National Beekeepers’ Assn. of N.Z.. I ;

FOXTON, .

te

Dear Sir,—I wish to acknowledge receipt
of your letter of 28th July in reference +o
supplies of galvanised flat iron required for
roofing bee hives.

The present supply position of flat iron is
reasonably satisfactory, but of course in-

sufficient for an unrestricted demand.
The requirements of your memberscan be

met without difficult, and should be available
through normal trade channels. No permit
Is required to purchase. In the case of any
difficulty, however, I will be pleased to assist
on your further advice.

Yours faithfully,
(Signed) R. B. HAMMOND,

Building Controller.

THE DRONES
— es

BY A. J. BLAKEMAN,

Drones are carefully nurtured, par-
ticularly in prosperous colonies, but in
times of scarcity and at the end of
the season when all is well with the

colony they receive short shrift. They
are the colony’s insurance policy and
are produced quite early in the year
so that should matters go wrong with

the queen, the colony will be able to

produce a mated queen.

The presence of drones in a colony
is not indicative of swarming prepara-
tions. Note from the following how
unfitted they are for -‘“directed
labours” :—
(a)—Tongue is very short, too short

for him to gather nectar from
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the flowers, and so he lies abed

until late in the morning—no use

for him to go out into the

market place.

(b)—Jaws are weak, incapable of

working the wax or of defend-

ing himself or the home.

(c)—He has no wax glands—no
house-building for him.

(d)—He possesses a very small honey
sac, just sufficiently large for

him to earry a light lunch when

he goes abroad.

(e)—He has no well-developed gather-
ing hairs or well-developed
combs on the body.

(f)—His brain is very small, no

thinking and planning for him

(if bees do think).

(g)—He carries no pollen baskets on

his legs, so there is no queueing
up in the flower market, no out-

door activities except for fly-
ing and buzzing around, often

frightening nervous beginners.

(h)—He has no sting, no weapon of

defence. He is no old soldier

ready to defend the home.

(i)—He has no scent gland. For him

no marking of floral spots,
swarm site or home situation.

(j)—His glandular system, com-

pared with that of the worker

bees, iS very poor.

But the drone has:—

(a)—The largest wings of all the
bees.

(b)—The largest compound
(13,000 facets in each).

(c)—His single eyes are fixed in
front of the head.

(d)—There are thirteen joints to the

atenne to accommodate more

sense organs.

May not all these aid the drone in

the marriage flight?
It is important for us to realise

that although after mating the drone

dies, his influence continues through
the sperms he has left in the sperm-
atheca—these may last until the queen

eyes

dies and so the drone becomes part
and parcel of every worker or queen

produced through this mating.

—ScottishBeekeeper.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE: Folding Wire Gauze Bee
Veils, £1 each, post free. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Mail your order now to.

J. DARBY.

Hilltop»Apiaries, R.D., Bombay,
——___

Bronze Honey Pump with 10ft og
pipe, lin. inlet, gin. outlet. £10 oy
offer. K. Simmonds, “Spring Cot-
tage,” South Featherston.

a

HONEY TANKS FOR SALE

Heavy Gauge Tinned Steel.

Two 900lb. capacity £7/10/- each

Two 1,200lb. capacity. £8/10/- each

One 1,000lb. capacity _.....

2b

/5/e
One 2,600lb. rectangular, with

divislows: «2h sat

Bis

sass £10/15/.
One 2,000lb. rectangular _..... £5/15/-

DAVIDSON APIARIES,
190 Otipua Road, Timaru.

cece

Active, experienced beekeeper can

acquire increasing yearly ownership
and control of comb-honey business
from chain of 15 apiaries, about 500

hives, or may sell whole or a part.

BALLANTYNE,

Quebec Road, Milford, Auckland.

FOR SALE: 4-ton Ecroyd’s Medium

Brood Foundation. One box or more,

4/4. per lb.

APPLY BOX 70, PAEROA.

EMPLOYMENT

Employment offered to youth who is

willing to learn beekeeping. Position

is permanent and carries good pros-

pects. Apply—
W. B. BRAY & SON,

Leeston.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS:

fp to 380 colonies 26.7.8

(minimum )
§p to 60 colonies 010 0

Jpto 90 colonies Gis GU
Up to 120 colonies Pee

Jp to 150 colonies Let

Up to 180 colonies 110 0

Up to 210 colonies 1 36 8

Up to 240 colonies 2 0 0

Up to 270 colonies Aioee- U

Up to 300 colonies 210° 6G

Up to 330 colonies 2 16. 6

Jp to 860 colonies a. 0 3

Upto 890 colonies so 6 0

Jp to 420 colonies as = 10° U

Up to 450 colonies & over 315 0

(maximum )

An Associate Member shallpay 5/-
.

per annum.

APIARY INSURANCE.

Arranged by the Association and

vailable to all members.

PREMIUM: 1/8 per apiary per an-

um.

(Insurance is voluntary, but if

aken, all of a member’s apiaries
nust be covered.)

JOIN YOUR NEAREST BRANCH

AND DERIVE FULL BENEFITS.

STOCK OF ASSEMBLED

BHEHIVE HQUIPMENT

BEEHIVE EQUIPMENT
BEEHIVE EQUIPMENT

BEEHIVE EQUIPMENT

Write for quotations to:

D. Wm. OLLERENSHAW

5 Cambrai Ave.,

Mt. Roskill, Auckland.

“THE N.Z. BEEKEEPER"”

This Journal is issued free to all

members of the National Beekeepers’
Association of N.Z. (Inc.). Failure to

renew subscriptions promptly results

in automatic removal of names from

Journal Mailing List.

Subscription rates for the Journal

are 5/- per annum, post free. Please

notify any irregularity in receipt of

the Journal to the Editor.

Literary contributions and adver-
- tisements must be in the hands of the

Editor, Mr. J. McFadzien, 29 Notting-
ham Crescent, Calton Hill, Dunedin

S.W.1, not later than the first of

month of publication.
Nom-de-plume letters must be

signed by the writer and address

given, not necessarily for publication,
but as proof of good faith. Letters

accepted for publication do not neces-

sarily express the views of the Editor

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

£5 per page; £2/15/- per half-page;
£1/10/- per quarter page; 8/- per

inch; for each insertion. Minimum

charge, 4/-.
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LARGE STOCKS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE

|

DELIVERY AT 1948 PRICES OF

ALLIANCE
‘STOREYS, FRAMES, BOTTOM BOARDS, ROOFS, ETC.

7

Also

WALDRON QUEEN EXCLUDERS

FRAME WIRE

WIRE EMBEDDERS
HIVE TOOLS

BEE ESCAPES

BEE VEILS

UNCAPPING KNIVES

“ACORN”COMB FOUNDATION, Etc., Ete.

STOCKS OF HONEY EXTRACTORS, WAX PRESSES,

BEE SMOKERS, Etc., Etc. EXPECTED SHORTLY.

Distributing Agents at

Auckland, Whangarei, Tauranga, Gisborne, Napier, Hastings,

Palmerston North, Wanganui, Wellington, Nelson, Blenheim,

Westport, Christchurch, Timaru.

THE ALLIANCE BEE SUPPLIES
Co. Ltd.

1 MASON STREET, DUNEDIN, C.1.

Telegraphic Address: Postal Address:
“

Beeware, Dunedin.”
_

Box 572, Dunedin.
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Beynon Printing Co. Ltd., Timaru.


